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THIS IS NOT AN AUDIO CONSOLE

D-9

Production

can sh.are
common audio

OTHER
SURFACES

resources

CENTRAL FRAME
can control a 1024 x
1024 mixing based

router

Audi,

Pim
ngineering

IT'S A DIGITAL
CONTROL SURFACE

THE D-9 interfaces70WHEATSTONE's router -

based BRIDGE MIXING SYSTEM-a digital
network that lets mult ple control surfaces share
common audio resources, accessing signals and

sending mixes throughout your facility.

\ \ ,

I/O CONNECTIONS can be at
point -of -use and accessed by any

control surface

VV te C:1 t C )1'1

DEDICATED DSPs and
controls, redundant

automatic failover CPUs,
mix engines and power
supplies are all integral
to the system. Compo-
nents interconnect via

CATS or fiberoptic
cables for single -wire

system integration.

A traditional intuitive surface
layout gets your operators up

and running FAST-even in full
5.* surround mode.

TRUE RELIABLE mixing power; ease and clarity
of operation-take ADVANTAGE of the

WHEATSTONE BRICGE Network System!

Talk to your STATION ROUTER
bi-directionally for smooth

integration

sales@wheatstone.com / tel 252-638-7000 / www.wheatstone.com Copyrigh - © 2005 by Wheatstone Corporation



Surrounding broadcasters
with total content delivery solutions.

A world of possibilities is well within
reach. From content creation to
viewer consumption, surround
yourself with Harris' full spectrum
of enterprise -wide solutions. Now

deliver the right content to the right
person on the right device at the
right time. Our latest breakthroughs
include the new H -Class'"' content
delivery platform, 5.1 surround

sound and transmission systems for
mobile video. No matter where you
turn, Harris' mission -critical solutions
and unparalleled customer support
have you covered from every angle.

assuredcommunications-
Broadcast Microwave R F  Government Systems www.harris.com
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Radically familiar.
Avid iNEWS Instinct.
The newsroom is changing. You're doing more than ever. That's why you inspired us

to design the revolutionary Avid iNEWS Instinct system. An advanced tool that will

seem radically familiar. Everything you need to build the story-feeds, footage, VO,

graphics-at your fingertips. The power to send a package straight to production-

or play to air with the push of a button. You're a journalist. Trust your instinct.

Get the complete story at www.avid.com/instinct
or call 800.949.AVID

Avid iNEWS Instinct. The industry is taking notice:

,12E2INt
INNOVA

TOP
TION

r#E1111111WISAW . V1010
AWARD2005 PICK

Footage courtesy of NBC 10 - Philadelphia. 0 2006 Avid Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. Product features, specifications, system requirements, anc availability are
subject to change without notice. Avid, do more, NEWS, and Instinct are registered trademarks or trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the United States
and/or other countries. All other trademarks contained herein are the property of their respective owners.

Avid
do more
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FEATURES
50 Upgrading to HD

By Barry Bennett
Forty-seven percent of U.S. households plan to buy
an HDTV set in the next 10 months.This is helping
drive broadcasters to meet the demand with new live
programming.

58 Audio monitoring for TV: Beyond
monitors and meters
By Mike Richardson
The author presents an instruction manual on how to
properly monitor analog and digital audio.

64 Special report: HD/SD playout: It's not
just about the video
By Paul Turner
With today's new video storage technology, a single
video server can handle multiple formats.

70 Special report: HDTV lens design: A
new innovation for the studio
By Larry Thorpe and Gordon Tubbs
Impressive optical advances have been made over the
past decade, including a miniaturized HDTV studio lens.

el O.

aneri

BEYOND THE HEADLINES
DowvIti

14 The real digital TV transition begins

FCC Update

20 FCC extends Emergency Alert System

DIGITAL HANDBOOK
Transition to Digital

22 Digital video basics

Computers & Networks

28 A tutorial on IP network addressing

32 Microphones for surround sound

Broadcalfigineering

DAILY
SHOW
WOWING FOR
I AMR I AUGHS

UPGRADING

ON THE COVER:

The audio control
room for "The

Daily Show With
Jon Stewart"

features a Solid
State Logic C100

digital audio
console and a

Digidesign
Pro Tools

workstation.
Photo courtesy

Dave King.

(continued on page 81
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Producer
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Special for
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experience with
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special
effects a big
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Code

TV006

Cameraperson for
Birthday

Party

It's
my kid's

10th;
need

videographer

for one
afternoon.

Cake
included.

Code
TV007

Extreme
Sports

Videographer
- Second

camera
needed for

VariCam
shoot.

Experience in fast
-action

shooting a

must.
Code

TVOC8

Cinematographer for
Wildlife

Production

60
-minute HD

documentary on

Peru's
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penguin.
Shooting

720p/24 on
DVCPRO HD.

Code
TV009
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shoot
-
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second
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1080p at 24.
Own
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camera

needed.
Code
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show,
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Code
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720p/24
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Code
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Your
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personal
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Video in
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document
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conditions, but
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HD/SD P2
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HD/50/25
and DV
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 Multiple
recording
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frame
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720/60p/24p/309
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P2
solid-state

memory card slotsor

Mini -DV
recording
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16:9

native
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Freezefra me
Define the following
acronyms as they apply to
DTV technology:

DCT, DMD, GOP, HANC,

JPEG, MPEG, SDTI, TCM,
VITS, VLC

Readers submitting winning
entries will be entered into
a drawing for Broadcast
Engineering T-shirts Enter
by e-mail. Title your entry
"Freezeframe-January" in
the subject field and send it
to: editor@prismb2b.com.
Correct answers received by
March 1, 2006 are eligible
to win.
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MARCY GILBERT BLOWN AWAY BY MAXELL
Marcy Gilbert, President & CEO of IDC (International Digital/Duplication
Centre Inc.), is the ultimate Maxell Professional. IDC is America's premiere
post production facility, utilizing a variety of Maxell professional products,
including Digital Betacam, Betacam SP, Betacam SX, DVCPRO, HDCAM,
D2 and D3. "I depend on Maxell to help achieve maximum video and audio
quality with the highest levels of reliability and integrity." You can reach
Marcy at Marcy@idcdigital.com. To learn more about Maxell Professional
Media, call 1.800.533.2836 or visit wwvv.maxellpromedia.com.

To download a PDF version of our new DVD Authoring

and Duplication booklet, visit www.maxellpromedia.com.

exell
Expanding Memory & Mobility

Recordable Media Data Storage Portable Energy Technological PartnershipsArg



To tell
the truth

In December 1956, CBS began airing the program
"To Tell the Truth." The popular evening show
lasted 11 years and was responsible for helping

launch the genre of quiz/celebrity television.
The idea was that three contestants were introduced

to a panel of celebrities, each claiming to be the same
individual (e.g., a baker, FBI man or someone with a
unique job or characteristics). Host Bud Collyer would

describe the real life, activities and experiences of the
person each of the contestants claimed to be. The key
was that two of the people were liars. The goal of the
celebrity panelists was to discover through question-
ing who was telling the truth.

After the questioning, each celebrity panelist voted
for the contestant he or she thought was really the
deal. The more effective the contestants were at fool-
ing the celebrities, the more money the imitators won.
The famous closing line for each round was: "Will the
real [baker, FBI man, etc.] please stand up!"

The reason for this long-winded story is based on a
recent survey released by Scientific-Atlanta. From the
looks of things, perhaps American TV viewers should
be asking, "Will the real HDTV programming please
show up!"

As of Jan. 1, 2006, some 16 mil-
lion U.S. households have HDTV
sets. Unfortunately, according to the Scientific-Atlanta
survey, almost half (49 percent to be exact) of these
homes don't have any HD service. In other words,
almost half of new HD set owners aren't seeing any
HDTV!
About a quarter of these new HDTV owners felt the

new set gave them better reception. But, 18 percent
didn't realize they needed other equipment, such as a
set -top box or antenna, to receive HD.
While researching the topic, I found a professional

Web site discussing this issue and was a bit surprised
to find so much misinformation about the reception of
HD. Several viewers said they had HD sets, yet had no
plans to buy HD programming from their cable or sat-
ellite service. "It just looks better," said one respondent
about his HD set's picture sans HD programming.

Many of the posts were filled with claims and coun-
ter claims on digital vs. HD. A few examples:
 Yes, stations would broadcast digital. But, no, it
wouldn't necessarily be HD.
 HD was digital; SD wasn't, but it could be sometimes.
 The FCC has mandated HD broadcasts.
Then, the participants got into a discussion over

screen size, numbers of pixels and interlace vs. native
progressive displays. Next, the participants seemed to
focus on whether an HD set would display NTSC sig-
nals better or worse than an analog set. The consensus
was that if you are going to watch NTSC program-
ming, better keep the ol' set.

Near the end of the posts, one fellow pretty much
summed up my feelings about the discussion, "My
head hurts; someone wake me when it's over."

editorial director

Send comments to:  editor©orismb2b.com  www.broadcastengineering.com

10 broadcastengineering.com JANUARY 2006



HDV to HD -SDI made simple
Miranda's award -winning HD -Bridge DEC offers
high quality HDV to HD -SDI interfacing. With integral
1080i/720p cross conversion, it can really simplify signal

processing when you're working across multiple HD
formats. It's ideal for lossless HD -SDI editing of HDV
files, with rapid batch capture using RS422 VTR control.

HDV editing workflow is also improved with its Graticule

markers and multiple monitoring outputs, including
analog HD, digital/analog audio, and time code. And
naturally, HD -Bridge DEC is also perfect for on -air playout

of HDV using an HD -SDI infrastructure. So for smarter

HDV interfacing, contact Miranda.

Tel.: 514.333.1772 I ussales@miranda.com

www.miranda.com

HDTV: MAKING IT HAPPEN
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Italian anarchy
Paul McGoldrick:

Very interesting article on Italian
anarchy in the October issue. I didn't
completely follow the whole story and
wondered if you knew if it had been
chronicled anywhere else in more
complete form, such as a book or lon-
ger article.

LARRY OLSON

DV3 PRODUCTIONS

WILMINGTON, NC

Paul McGoldrick responds:
I couldn't find any story in Eng-

lish chronicling the pirate times, but
the funny thing is that it is all hap-
pening again. That original pirate,
Berlusconi, is now regarded as a me-
dia mogul by the Italian public, and
pirate TV stations are starting up
in competition with him! You can
watch a short documentary about it at
www.archive.org/details/telestreet2.

Televised conference
What's the best way to televise a

large conference? Say 250 delegates? I
was thinking about using three cam-
eras and a control station for mixing
and post production and then distrib-

uting the video over the Internet.
It's a research question right now,

and any feedback that you can pro-
vide would be most appreciated.

JEREMY PHILLIPS

REGINA

Dan Stark, CBNT, of Stark Raving
Solutions responds:

Jeremy, if you are doing a meeting
as a one-time event, I suggest you
use an event video production com-
pany. It will have all the equipment
needed, including cameras, switch-
ers, an intercom, projectors, screens
and other video production require-
ments, as well as qualified techni-
cians and operators.

Several excellent companies are
available for this. One of our clients,
Big Picture Productions, based in the
Kansas City area, travels all over the
country for events like this. The costs
are difficult to estimate because it
depends so much on the production
gear and staff requirements, plus the
duration of your event. Certainly an
issue to discover quickly is how read-
ily available a high-speed Internet
connection is in the venue where you
plan to hold your event.

If your meeting space requires its
own facilities, several quality levels
and costs are available. You could
easily spend between $25,000 to
$500,000, depending on your spe-
cific requirements. Selecting the ap-
propriate technology is as complex
as figuring out what kind of automo-
bile you might require. Do you need a
Geo Metro, a Cadillac or a semi trac-
tor trailer? BE

Teselfour Knowledge!
See the Freezeframe question of the
month on page 8 and enter to win a

Broadcast Engineering T-shirt.

Send answers to editor@prismb2b.com

Se I tember Freezeframe:

Q. The September freezeframe
question asked for the proper
wiring color -code for an RJ 45.
A. As several readers noted, there
are two standards of RJ-45 writ-
ing, T -568A and T -568B. The more

common is the T -568B, which was
the answer we were looking for.
However, anyone who submitted
the correct writing for the T -568A
standard was counted as having
submitted a correct response and
will receive a T-shirt.

Unfortunately, many readers got
the right colors but reversed the
nomenclature. Therefore, their
answers were incorrect.

The T -568B standard calls for a
white wire with an orange stripe
to be connected to pin 1. This wire
would be designated as white/or-
ange. Pin 7 needs a white wire
with a brown stripe, designated as
white/brown.

Some readers reversed the their
use of the color codes - in this
example, designating pin 7 as
brown/white. This is incorrect.
Wiring practice dictates that the
predominate wire color be refer-
enced first, followed by the color
of the stripe (or the larger of two
stripes if there are two).

Freezeframe winners:
Frank Butler
Tim Costley

Jeff Ebner
Robert Getsla
Dwight Huffman
Richard Kuhn
Dan Kyte

Andrew Levine
Melissa Lowver
Roger Perales
Bob Peticolas

John Proctor
James Scott
Eugene Scott
David Smith
Jeffrey Snell
Robert Sulecki
Cindy Watanabe
Tom White

12 broadcastengineering.com JANUARY 2006



A New IT -Based Media Server
and Media Client from Grass Valley.
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K2

The time is now.
As the acceptance accelerates for IT -based technologies such as video servers,

nonlinear editing systems, centralized storage, and more, broadcasters and video

professionals must have options that give them the confidence to commit to
moving to this new technology and trully improve their workflows.

Blending the latest advancements in IT technologies with our deep experience in

video and audio processing, management and storage, the K2TM media server

and media client system are designed specifically for the sharing and reuse of
digital media assets. The result is a system that supports, IT -centric, file -based

playout and distribution workflows, simplifies installation and operation, and
provides new levels of network control.

This new K2 system is a powerful yet simple, cost-effective solution that
integrates easily into high-performance, networked IP environments-without
compromising quality.

The K2 media server and media client system provides:
 Low -entry pricing and high performance-that remains low for large systems
 Storage flexibility
 Easy, reliable, channel scaling and full redundancy
 The latest, advanced IT technologies
 Upgrade capabilities without disruption to your current system
 Robust software applications
 Boundless format support

For more information about K2 Media Storage & Delivery Systems visit
www.thomsongrassvailley.com/K2

A THOMSON BRAND Grass val ley
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The real digital
TV transition begins
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

If you are a broadcaster who has
spent millions upgrading your
transmission facility for DTV

broadcasts, a DBS service spending
billions to launch new satellites to
support the expanded availability of
local HDTV broadcasts, or a cable
multi -system operator attempting to
migrate your subscribers to digital
tiers and cable modems, you might
believe that the television industry is
approaching the completion of a long
migration path to its digital future.

Despite billions in investment in
new digital technologies by the dis-
tributors of television content, a new
reality began to emerge as 2005 drew
to a close. The future of digital televi-
sion has little to do with the digitized
version of television to which viewers
became addicted during the past half -
century. It would be more accurate to
assert that the era of analog television
may finally be drawing to a close, pay-

ing the way for the real digital transi-
tion to begin.

In 2005, we began to see some signs
that huge media conglomerates are
ready to let go of the past and move
into new forms of digital content dis-
tribution, even if it means established
institutions, including local television
broadcasters, may become irrelevant.
Consumers around the world are
now addicted to their daily media
fix. The real digital transition is now
beginning; the ability to consume
any media, anywhere, at any time is
the emerging digital television real-
ity. What remains to be determined,
however, is whether consumers will
support the approaching digital tsu-
nami at any price.

A new DTV deadline?
Dec. 31, 2006, was to be an impor-

tant date in the history of free -to -air
television broadcasts in the United

k = II II.
The amount of energy used yearly by U.S. TVs
Energy use forWs to increase by more than 50 percent by
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Source: Natural Resources Defense Council

09

www.nrdc.org

States. On April 3, 1997, the FCC ad-
opted the Fifth Report and Order in
its proceedings on a DTV broadcast
service (which began in 1987). The
new service, authorized by Congress
as part of an extensive overhaul of
telecommunications law with the
1996 Telecommunications Act, was
intended to allow OTA broadcasters
to remain competitive as the televi-
sion industry moved to digital tech-
nologies that would allow the deliv-
ery of higher -quality TV images and
sound and/or more programs in a
given amount of bandwidth.

As part of the Fifth Report and Or-
der on DTV, the FCC established a
timetable for existing broadcasters to
build out their DTV facilities and a
period of NTSC and DTV simulcasts
to allow consumers to migrate to new
digital receivers. At the end of the si-
mulcast period, the NTSC channels
would be recovered, with portions
of the recovered spectrum to be used
for emergency communications ser-
vices and the rest to be auctioned for
new applications. The FCC timetable
set Dec. 31, 2006, as the final day for
NTSC broadcasts.

By 1997, broadcasters were begin-
ning to accept the reality that they
would be required to begin the tran-
sition to digital broadcasts. The time-
table, requiring the return of their
analog channels, was an unexpected
outcome of the DTV process - an
unacceptable outcome.

Within six months, broadcasters
used their considerable influence
over Congress to render the FCC or-
der meaningless. An amendment to
the 1997 Budget Act established a se-
ries of market -based tests that had to
be met before broadcasters in a mar-
ket would be required to return their
analog channels. The amendment

14 broadcastengineering.com JANUARY 2006



Coming Right At You

A thrilling picture of the Winter Games in

Torino and compelling sound that pus

you right in the middle of the action. Tune

in to NBC HD or Universal HD to watch the

Torino Winter Games in Dolby° Digital 5.1.

Also, NBC Universal's analog services,

including cable networks USA, CNBC, and

MSNBC, will present the Games in exciting

Dolby Pro Logic' II surround sound.

DOLBY

www.dolby.com/traudie
Dolby, Pro Logic, and the double D symbol are registered trademarks of
Dolby Laboratories. NBC Sports s a registered trademark of NBC Universal,
Inc. All other trademarks remain he propety of their respective owners.
© 2006 Dolby Laboratories, Inc. *11 rights reserved. S05/16784
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requires that 85 percent of the homes
in a market must have the ability to
receive all local DTV broadcasts be-
fore the analog channels would have
to be returned. Today, less than a year
before the FCC deadline would have
taken effect, the percentage of homes
that meets these market tests remains
less than 10 percent.

Congress is once again threaten-
ing to impose a hard deadline for
the DTV transition. As 2005 drew to

guidelines on set -top receivers for
DTV broadcasts. Regulations in New
York and California limit the power
a DTV receiver can consume to 8W
while operating and 1W in standby. It
should be noted that these states do
not impose the same limits on set -top
boxes for cable and DBS multichan-
nel services.

Because of the need to support
HDTV formats and complex equaliz-
ers in the ATSC receiver, existing DTV

Local TV broadcasters remain focused on

protecting a business model that is becoming
increasingly irrelevant.

a close, both the House and Senate
passed bills that called for the end of
NTSC broadcasts in 2009. The bills
were attached to a budget reconcili-
ation package that nearly passed, as
Congress rushed to complete work
before recessing for the holidays. A
conference version of the bills cleared
the House, but the Senate made a few
changes that require House approval;
the House is expected to approve
these changes this month.

The legislation sets a new deadline for
the end of NTSC broadcasts: February
18, 2009. A portion of the spectrum
that is to be vacated - channels 52 to
69 - will be reallocated for emergency
communications services. The remain-
der will be auctioned for new services
beginning January 28, 2008.

The bill creates a $1.5 billion fund to
help consumers pay for D/A converters
to extend the life of their analog NTSC
receivers. Coupons worth $40 toward
the purchase of these converters will be
issued by the government beginning
in January of 2008; each household
will be able to request two coupons. It
does not appear that the coupons can
be used to purchase integrated digital
TV receivers or the more sophisticated
HD -capable set -top boxes needed for
HDTV -capable monitors.

Eliminated from the House version
was an energy pre-emption provision
intended to override state laws that
impose strict energy consumption

receiver designs require considerably
more than 8W operating power. It is
unclear whether set -top receivers that
meet these power limits can be man-
ufactured. Meanwhile, more than 30
states are considering similar power
limits on DTV receivers.

Also eliminated from the legisla-
tion was a provision giving the cable
industry the right to downconvert a
broadcaster's DTV signal for presen-
tation on the analog tier of a cable
system. This was removed because of
Congressional rules limiting the scope
of legislation that can be attached to a
budget bill. It is expected that a sepa-
rate bill related to the broadcast DTV

1111111111111111111

in subsequent years - as was the case
with the 2006 FCC deadline and sev-
eral Congressional deadlines for auc-
tioning blocks of spectrum currently
occupied by TV broadcasters.

This could be a critical year for TV
broadcasters. As always, it is difficult to
predict what will happen in Congress,
especially during an election year when
members of the House and a third of
the Senate will be focused on raising
hundreds of millions of dollars to fund
their re-election campaigns.

Eliminating the middleman
One thing is becoming clear: Broad-

casters can no longer rely upon politi-
cal gerrymandering to protect their
lucrative franchise. The transition to
new forms of digital distribution is
accelerating, but local TV broadcast-
ers remain focused on protecting a
business model that is becoming in-
creasingly irrelevant.
The deadline for broadcasters to fo-

cus their considerable resources on
the development of DTV as a viable
replacement for the NTSC service
has already passed. More than half of
the homes in the United States now
subscribe to a digital multichannel
TV service. The telcos are deploy-
ing IPTV services to compete with
cable and DBS. And with improved
broadband connections, the Internet

Broadcasters can no longer rely upon

political gerrymandering to protect
their lucrative franchise.

transition will be required during the
2006 legislative session.

Because the new DTV deadline was
created as part of the annual budget
reconciliation process, it is unclear
whether this deadline is any more
meaningful than those that have come
and gone since 1997. The budget rec-
onciliation process is an exercise that
Congress must go through each year
in an attempt to identify sources of
revenue and spending levels for the
next five years. Any deadline legislated
this year can be rendered meaningless

is becoming a viable channel for the
distribution of video programming
direct to consumers, without the
commercials that are the life -blood of
TV broadcasting.

A la carte or all you can eat
Perhaps the most important lesson

learned during the first decade of the
DTV transition is that the disruptive
nature of digital technologies is help-
ing consumers to take control of their
media experiences. Digital technolo-
gies are making it possible to provide
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greater programming choices, while
simultaneously empowering con-
sumers to find content of interest and
to consume it when they want, where
they want.

Time and place shifting are no lon-
ger sci-fi visions supported by com-
puter -generated special effects. The
terms DVR, PVR and TiVo are now
part of the language. They define a
new way for consumers to acquire

has announced the ability to transfer
programs recorded on its PVRs to the
video iPod and Sony PSP. And Apple
may up the ante again this month
with a Mac Mini featuring an Intel
processor, PVR functions and possi-
bly a service to stream movies to this
in -home media center.

The Internet is threatening the way
television programs are packaged and
sold. This threat is causing the media

The media conglomerates view the

transition ... as an opportunity to

impose tighter restrictions on when and

where their content can he consumed.

and control the TV programming
they view, just as Apple's iTunes
and iPod have redefined the ways in
which consumers can manage and
use their personal music collections.
But this just scratches the surface of
the changes that are taking place with
digital distribution.

The New Oxford American Dictionary
declared the term podcast as the word
of the year. The term is defined as "a
digital recording of a radio broadcast
or similar program, made available
on the Internet for downloading to a
personal audio player:' The word is de-
rived from a combination of iPod and
broadcasting. It will be added to the
online version of the dictionary dur-
ing the next update in early 2006.
Unfortunately, the definition above

is already outdated. Video podcast-
ing burst onto the scene at the end of
2005, and it represents far more than
a new way for the media conglom-
erates to distribute their high -value
content. Now anyone can distribute
video content with little more than a
camera, computer and a broadband
connection.

As reported in November 2005, Ap-
ple's newest iPod plays video, and the
iTunes music store is now selling mu-
sic videos and episodes of top -rated
TV shows from ABC, NBC, The Sci-
Fi Channel and USA Network. TiVo

conglomerates and their distribution
partners to rethink the entire model
for content distribution.

For decades, broadcast and mul-
tichannel TV services have offered
content on an all you can eat basis.
Broadcast TV stations aggregate con-
tent that is paid for with advertising;
consume all that you like.

Cable expanded the menu, provid-
ing the means to collect subscriber
and license fees in addition to adver-
tising revenues. Today, about a third
of the monthly cost of expanded basic
cable is paid to the media conglom-
erates filling that tier with program-
ming. The DBS services are riding the
same bandwagon.

But pressure is building to provide
an alternative to tiering, which forces
most consumers to pay for channels
they do not want. Under the guise of
imposing decency standards on non -
broadcast networks, the FCC and
consumer groups have gained a con-
cession from the cable industry.

Testifying at a Senate Commerce
Committee hearing on Dec. 12, 2005,
the National Cable and Telecom-
munications Association President
Kyle McSlarrow outlined preliminary
plans for a number of cable operators
to voluntarily start selling family -
friendly tiers. Shortly thereafter, Time
Warner and Comcast announced new

family tiers, but cable critics quickly
characterized them as being inad-
equate, increasing their calls for the
ability to choose cable channels on an
a la carte basis.

Content protection
While consumers are beginning to

enjoy the benefits of time and place
shifting, the media conglomerates
view the transition to digital tech-
nologies as an opportunity to impose
tighter restrictions on when and where
their content can be consumed. Last
year, a U.S. District Court of Appeals
threw out the broadcast flag regula-
tions ordered by the FCC to control
redistribution of TV content.

The courts said that the FCC does
not have legislative authority to im-
pose such regulations on downstream
devices. Congress plans a number of
hearings in 2006 to deal with content
management and copyright issues.

So the stage is set for an interesting
year in Washington. TV broadcasters
would be well served to ignore the
politics and focus their resources on

Is this what viewers will see on Feb. 18,
2009, with their old NTSC receivers?

the development of a viable business
model for the emerging digital world.

Fortunately, whatever happens in
Washington, broadcasters will benefit in
the short term, as they receive the lion's
share of the money that the politicians
raise to fund the 2006 elections. BE

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube Labs, and he hosts and moder-
ates the OpenDTV forum.

SEND Send questions and comments to:

craig_iiiimaier@prismh2b.com
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FCC extends
Emergency Alert System
BY HARRY C. MARTIN

In the wake of terror threats and
hurricanes, the U.S. government
is doing what it can to maximize

access to emergency preparedness in-
formation, and the FCC is doing its
part. The agency recently announced
that it is extending the reach of its
Emergency Alert System (EAS) rules
to include DTV, digital cable televi-
sion, direct broadcast satellite (DBS)
television, digital radio (DAB or
IBOC) and satellite radio (SDARS) in
national EAS activations.

Broadcasters operating digitally (in
DTV or IBOC) and satellite program-
ming providers must begin participat-
ing in national EAS alerts by Dec. 31,
2006. DBS television providers have
until May 31, 2007, to participate.

In the meantime, DTV operators,

Feb. 1 is the deadline for TV,
LPTV, Class ATV and TV translator
stations in Kansas, Nebraska and
Oklahoma to file their 2006 license
renewal applications. TV and Class
A TV stations in those states must
file their EEO program reports along
with their renewals. Only TV sta-
tions must file biennial ownership
reports with their renewals.

TV stations in Texas must begin
their renewal pre -filing announce-
ments on Feb. 1, in anticipation of
filing their renewals on April 1.

Feb. 1 is the deadline for TV stations
in New Jersey and New York to file
their biennial ownership reports.

Feb. 1 is the date that TV and Class

A TV stations in the following states
must place their annual EEO reports
in their public files and on their Web
sites: Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Nebraska, New Jersey,
New York and Oklahoma.

including digital LPTV and digital
Class A television licensees, have the
same EAS obligations as analog tele-
vision licensees. This includes install-
ing endec units so that monitoring
and transmitting EAS test messages
can be done at all times.

Multicasting DTV stations that par-
ticipate in state and local EAS trans-
missions, which is now voluntary, must
provide EAS messages on all program
streams that the DTV station offers,
including subscription streams. How-
ever, DTV stations will have significant
flexibility in determining the method
they will use to deliver EAS messages
on those various program streams. One
option available would be to transmit
EAS messages on only one program
stream and simultaneously force all re-
ceivers to tune to that stream.

Digital cable systems may likewise
determine the method they will use
to distribute EAS messages to viewers
of digital cable channels. The primary
requirement is that all viewers receive
the complete EAS message on the
channel they are watching. The plug -
and -play agreement requires that, to
be labeled as digital cable ready, a TV
set must respond to EAS messages
transmitted in compliance with the
Digital Video Service Multiplex and
Transport System Standard for Cable
Television. Digital cable systems with
less than 5000 subscribers, like simi-
lar analog and wireless cable systems,
may provide a video interruption and
an audio alert message on all chan-
nels and the EAS message on at least
one channel.

DBS providers will be required to
participate in national EAS activa-
tions, as well as provide national EAS
messages to viewers of all channels.
They must comply with EAS rules
regarding encoding and decoding

equipment, monitoring of EAS sourc-
es and EAS testing. Although partici-
pation in state and local EAS activa-
tions remains voluntary, DBS must
pass through all EAS messages aired
on local channels to the subscribers
viewing those channels.

Over -the -air AM and FM radio sta-
tions that transmit a digital signal
using the IBOC technical system in
addition to transmitting an analog
signal will be required to transmit the
EAS messages that they air on all au-
dio streams they provide.

SDARS (subscription services pro-
vided by Sirius and XM) will be re-
quired to transmit national EAS

messages on all channels. They
must receive national EAS messages
through an endec unit from which
they monitor at least two sources (in-
cluding one primary entry point sta-
tion) or directly monitor the FEMA.
SDARS providers are encouraged to
have the ability both to receive EAS
alerts from state and local emergency
managers and to disseminate them on
the local traffic and weather channels
they offer. They must comply with
EAS testing requirements and moni-
tor a state or local primary source to
participate in testing.

The FCC also issued a notice of pro-
posed rulemaking under which it will
explore, along with other government
agencies and the communications
industry, ways in which emergency
information may be made available
more efficiently and effectively using
new technologies. BE

Harry C. Martin is the immediate -past
president of the Federal Communica-
tions Bar Association and a member of
Fletcher, Heald and Hildreth PLC.

SEND Send questions and comments to:

harry_martin@prismb2h.com
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Digital video
basics
BY MICHAEL ROBIN

nalog composite signals,
such as NTSC, PAL and
ECAM, are subject to

cumulative distortions and noise that
affect the quality of the reproduced
picture. Separate distortions of the
luminance and chrominance com-
ponents, as well as intermodulation
between them, are likely to occur.
Such distortions can be reduced, but
not completely eliminated, by per-
forming all or at least a major part
of production and post -production
operations using component analog
video signals.

The cumulative composite or
component analog video signal im-
pairments and their effect on the
reproduced picture can be reduced
considerably by using a digital rep-
resentation of the video signal and
effecting the distribution, processing
and recording in the digital domain.
The A/D and D/A conversions intro-
duce some impairments.

Amplitude

Amplitude

6.75MHz 13.5MHz

(a) Luminance sampling spectrum

3.375MHz 6.75MHz

(b) Color d fference sampling spectrum

 Frequency

Frequency

Figure 1. Sampling spectrum of 4:2:2 SDTV signals

By a proper selection of two pa-
rameters, namely the sampling fre-
quency and the quantizing accuracy,
these impairments can be reduced
to low, visually imperceptible values.
As long as the digitized signals are
distributed, processed and recorded
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in the digital domain, these impair-
ments are limited to those intro-
duced by a single -pass A/D and D/A
processing.

Sampling
The sampling of the video signal is

essentially a pulse amplitude modu-
lation process. It consists of checking
the signal amplitude at periodic inter-
vals (T). (See Figure 1.) The sampling
frequency (FB=-1 /T) has to meet two
requirements:

It has to be higher than twice the
maximum baseband frequency of the
analog video signal (FB), as stipulated
by Nyquist. This is required in order
to avoid aliasing. Aliasing is visible as
spurious picture elements associated
with fine details (high frequencies)
in the picture. The only way to avoid
aliasing is to use an anti-aliasing filter
ahead of the A/D converter. The task
of this filter is to reduce the band-
width of the sampled baseband to less
than F5/2.

It has to be coherent with and re-
lated to an easily identifiable and con-
stant video frequency.
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An early approach, 3Fsc, sampled
the composite video signal at three
times the color subcarrier frequency.
This resulted in F5 = 3 x 3.58MHz
= 10.7MHz in NTSC and F5 = 3 x
4.43MHz = 13.29MHz in PAL. A later
approach, 4F5c, sampled the compos-

ing the active line in the two formats.
Similar sampling strategies are used
with the HDTV formats.

Quantizing
The pulse amplitude modulation re-

sults in a sequence of pulses, spaced at

Experiments have shown that when less than

eight bits per sample are used, the quantizing

errors appear as contouring.
ite video signal at four times the color
subcarrier frequency, or 14.3MHz in
NTSC and 17.7MHz in PAL.

While sampling at a multiple of
Fsc works well in NTSC and PAL, it
doesn't work at all in SECAM. This is
due to the inherent nature of SECAM,
which uses two separate line -sequen-
tial frequency -modulated color sub -
carriers carrying, respectively, the DB
and DR color -difference signals.

It appeared evident in the 1970s that
a digital video system in which the
luminance and chrominance are in-
dividually coded would ease the pro-
gram interchange between the PAL
and SECAM countries. This resulted
in the component digital concept,
which is at the core of all contempo-
rary digital video systems.

The component digital concept uses
three separate A/D converters, one
each for the E'y, EicB and Fat com-
ponent video signals. The sampling
frequencies are a multiple of the hori-
zontal scanning frequency FH. The
most pervasive SDTV sampling strat-
egy, the 4:2:2, samples the luminance
signal at 13.5MHz and each of the two
color -difference signals at 6.75MHz.
The luminance signal is low-pass fil-
tered starting at 5.75MHz, and the
color difference signals are low-pass
filtered starting at 2.75MHz, result-
ing in a comfortable guard -band with
respect to the Nyquist frequency and
an alias -free sampling. The sam-
pling frequencies are the same in the
525/59.94 and the 625/50 standard,
resulting in an equal number of sam-
ples, 720 luminance samples and 360
each color -difference samples, dur-

T=1/FB intervals, whose amplitude is
proportional to the amplitude of the
sampled analog signal at the sampling
instant. There are an infinite number
of shades of gray - ranging from
black (lowest video signal amplitude)
to white (highest video signal ampli-
tude) - that the analog video signal
can represent.

The instantaneous sampling pulse
amplitudes can be represented in the
digital domain by only a limited num-
ber of binary values, resulting in quan-
tizing errors. The possible number of

shades of gray is equal to 2n, where n is
the number of bits per sample.

Experiments have shown that when
less than eight bits per sample are
used, the quantizing errors appear
as contouring. With eight bits per
sample or more, the quantizing errors
appear, in general, as random noise
(quantizing noise) in the picture. In
practical applications, in order to
avoid clipping, the signal occupies
less than 2" steps, resulting in a speci-
fied quantizing range.

Figure 2 shows the relationship be-
tween the E'y, EcB and Eat analog
component signal levels correspond-
ing to a 100/0/100/0 color bars signal
and the 10 -bit Y, CB and CR digital
sample values, as specified in ITU-R
BT.601. In a 10 -bit system, there are
1024 digital levels (210) ranging from
0 to 1023 (000 to 3FF hex). Levels 000,
001, 002, 003 and 3FC, 3FD, 3FE, 3FF
are reserved to indicate timing refer-
ences. Note that the sync is not sam-
pled. This leaves a maximum quan-
tizing range of 1016 digital levels,

Analog Decimal Hexadecimal
level level level

E'y signal
4,

Efeadmom

eadreQ01

1023
1020

763.13 1019
700 940

3FF }Reserved range
3FC

3FB Highest quantized level
3AC Peak white level

0 64 040 Blanking level
-47.9 4 004 Lowest quantized level

}Reserved3 range
000003

FCBsignal 4,

E'cR signal

------- +369.9
-

+350

4,
HOadt00111

0

1023
1020
1019 3FB Highest quantized level

960 3C0 Maximum positive level

3FF }Reserved range
3FC

512 200 Blanking level

-350 64 040 Maximum negative level
-369.9 4 004 Lowest quantized level

3 003 j---, Reserved range
0 000

_r-

4,

1023
1020

- +369.9 1019 3FB Highest quantized level
+350 960 3C0 Maximum positive levelt

1r
Headroom

0

3FF
3FC

}Reserved range

512 200 Blanking level

-350 64
-369.9 4

3

0

040 Maximum negative level
004 Lowest quantized level
003 -1_1 -Reserved range
000

Figure 2. Relationship between analog component signals and 10 -bit Y, C, and CR
digital sample values
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ranging from four to 1019 to repre-
sent the signal levels.
The normalized (700mV p -p) Y

signal levels are assigned a range ex-
tending from 64 to 940, a total of 877
quantizing levels. This leaves a small
upper headroom (940 to 1019) and
lower headroom (four to 64).

The normalized (700mV p -p) CB
and CR signal levels are assigned a
range extending from 64 to 960, a
total of 897 quantizing levels. This
leaves a small upper headroom (960
to 1019) and lower headroom (four
to 64). An eight -bit system would
have 220 quantizing levels for the Y
component and 225 quantizing levels
for the CB and CR components.

Advantages and
disadvantages

The advantages of digital video are:
 Single -pass, analog -type impair-
ments are non -cumulative if the sig-

nal stays digital. However, a concat-
enation of digital black boxes using
analog interfaces leads to cumula-
tive analog signal degradations and
should be avoided.
 There is a reduced sensitivity to
noise and interference.
 Digital equipment efficiently and
economically performs tasks that are
difficult or impossible to perform us-
ing analog technology.
 It is amenable to the application
of techniques for efficient reten-
tion of essential information such as
compression.
The disadvantages of digital video

are:
 Analog -type of distortions, as well
unique digital distortions related to
sampling and quantizing, result in a
variety of visible impairments.
 Wide bandwidth requirements for
recording, distribution and transmis-
sion necessitate sophisticated bit rate

reduction and compression schemes
to achieve manageable bandwidths.
 Unlike analog signals, the digital sig-
nals do not degrade gracefully and are
subjected to a cliff effect. BE

Michael Robin, a fellow of the SMPTE
and former engineer with the Canadian
Broadcasting's engineering headquarters,
is an independent broadcast consultant
located in Montreal. He is co-author of
"Digital Television Fundamentals," pub-
lished by McGraw-Hill and translated into
Chinese and Japanese.

Send questions and comments to:

michael_robin@prismacom

WPM
Television
Fundamentals

&Lira:4g

The second edition of
Michael Robin's book
may be ordered directly
from the publisher by
calling 800-262-4729.
The book is available
from several
booksellers.

Viewing Area in the

Rack Space for
Money = GREAT VALU

Marshall's new line of rack mount ready
10.4 -inch, 1.44 MegapixelTM monitors

provides up to 20% more viewing area
than our competitors' 8.4 -inch LCD or
8 and 9 -inch CRT models yet occupies

the same amount of rack space. Each
model offered features our Award
Wining Digital TFT-MegapixelTM

system plus Hyper Process mo-
tion compensation with Match
Color Conversion to emulate
SMPTE-C phosphor of a CRT.V-R102DP-2C $2499.00

Marshall Electronics Tel 800-800-6608  Fax 310-333-0688 LCDPACKS. COM
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Video 20 SB Video 18 SB
Payload 7-25 kg Payload 2-18 kg

sachtler - New York Office
709, Executive Blvd.
Valley Cottage. NY 10989
USA
Phone (+1) 845 268 2113
Fax (+1) 845 268 9324
Email sales@sachtlerusa.com

Video 15 SB
Payload 1-16 kg

sachtler - Burbank Office
2701 N. Ontario St.
Burbank, CA 91505
USA
Phone (+1) 818 845 4446
Fax (+1) 818 845 4572
Email sales@sachtlerusa.com

DV 8/100 SB DV 8 SB
Payload 1-12 kg Payload 1-12 kg

DV 6 SB
Payload 1-9 kg

tit+ IDEAL FOR EVERY CAMERA
+ TOUCH & GOF CAMERA PLATE

+ SELF -ILLUMINATED TOUCH BUBBLE NEW
t

+ COUNTERBALANCE WITHIN SECONDS

+ FINER COUNTERBALANCE GRADUATION NEW,

,V0-DBALANCE

sachtler - Headquarters
Erturter Strafe 16
85386 Eching
Germany
Phone (+49) 89 321 58 200
Fax (+49) 89 321 58 227
Email contact@sachtler.de

www.sachtller.com

sachtler
set- 140-0-1- bd-eotS t,w knol-cArkt,
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A tutorial on
IP network addressing
BY BRAD GILMER

Understanding how com-
puter network addresses
work is fundamental to

understanding how networked com-
puters communicate. It is important
to properly configure your networks,
as well as to understand how comput-
ers on your network communicate
with computers on the Internet. This
month and next, we will look at net-
work addressing in detail.

IP addresses
Internet Protocol (IP) addresses

take the form )occ.xxx.xxx.xmc, where
xxx is a number between zero and
255. There are public IP addresses
and private IP addresses. Public IP
addresses are assigned by the Inter-
net Corporation for Assigned Names
and Numbers (www.icann.org) and
are routable over the Internet. Pri-

CIDR
notation

Available
addresses

Usable addresses Subnet mask

/32 1 valid address 0 usable addresses 255.255.255.255

/31 2 valid addresses 0 usable addresses 255.255.255.254

/30 4 valid addresses 2 usable addresses 255.255.255.252

/29 8 valid addresses 6 usable addresses 255.255.255.248

/28 16 valid addresses 14 usablE addresses 255.255.255.240

...

/25 128 valid addresses 126 usable addresses 255.255.255.128

/24 256 valid addresses 254 usable addresses 255.255.255.0

Table 1. This table illustrates subnet masks. The number after the "I" in the CIDR
notation indicates the total number of IP addresses available.

refers to a host on the network. You
might wonder why you would ever
need to use a subnet mask. In fact,
many times a subnet mask is not
used. Most computers have their
network masks set to 255.255.255.0,

If you ever work with a piece of equipment
that is directly connected to the Internet, then

you will almost always need to set the subnet
mask appropriately.

vate IP addresses are not routable
over the Internet: They are intended
to be used within a facility.

In addition to IP addresses, com-
puters use a subnet mask to deter-
mine which addresses are valid on a
network. Subnets are critical to un-
derstanding how the Internet works,
so we are going to spend the rest of
this month's article on this topic.

Subnet masks defined
A subnet mask is a mask that is ap-

plied to an IP address to determine
which portion of the address refers
to the network and which portion

which effectively turns the subnet
mask off. If this is the case, then what
is the subnet mask for?

The primary use of a subnet mask
is to apportion network addresses
in an environment where these ad-
dresses are scarce. If you are working
with an internal network where you
can create all the addresses you need,
then you may never worry about a
subnet mask. On the other hand, if
you ever work with a piece of equip-
ment that is directly connected to
the Internet, then you will almost
always need to set the subnet mask
appropriately.

Understanding
subnet masks

It may be easier to understand sub -
net masks if we look at an example.
Let's say that you are an engineer
at a television station that has a T1
connection to the Internet. Your In-
ternet Service Provider (ISP) tells
you that you have six public IP ad-
dresses and that your CIDR address
is 66.235.22.8/29.
If you are not familiar with CIDR,

you may be a little confused. First,
you should know that CIDR stands
for Classless Inter -Domain Rout-
ing. CIDR resolved a problem with
a shortage in Internet addresses, but
more on CIDR next month. As you
look over the information from the
ISP, you may wonder what the /29
stands for. It means that there are
eight IP addresses in this network.

By giving you the CIDR address
of 66.235.22.8, the ISP is telling you
that your network -addressing block
starts at this address. The /29 speci-
fies that there are a total of eight IP
addresses in this block. As Table 1
shows, the number after the "I" in-
dicates the total number of IP ad-
dresses available.
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Small Business

I'VE ALWAYS HAD A CREATIVE VISION.

NOW I HAVE A
WORKSTATION THAT
CAN BRING IT TO LIFE.

Say hello to Dell and Adobe' and say goodbye

to creative constraints. Dell Precision' workstations

feature some of the latest processors, loads of memory,

and optional PCI Express x16 2-D and 3-D graphics cards,

which were designed to be powerful enough to handle

large graphics files quickly and deliver stunning visual

effects. Best of all, Adobe® offers a range of De)l®i ISV-

certified software options, including the comprehensive

Adobe Video Collection 2.5 Standard. Simple solutions

- so all I have to do is be creative. Call to find out what

Dell can do for your small business.

Adobe Video Collection Standard
Software, documentation or
packaging may vary from retail version.

Dell recommends Windows® XP Professional

DELL PRECISION
WORKSTATION

$1629
Lease as low as $44/mo , (48 pmts")
E -VALUE Code: 06552-S40116m

470 DELL PRECISION- M20
WORKSTATION

Scalable, Dual Processor Capable Workstation

 Intel® Xeon® Processor (2.80GHz, 2MB L2 Cache, 800MHz FSB)

 Genuine Windows® XP Professional

 1GB Dual -Channel' DDR2 SDRAM

 160GB' (7200 RPM) SATA Hard Drive

 128MB ATI FireGE" V3100 PCI Express' x16 Graphics Card

 48x CD Burner/DO Combo Drive
 3-Yr Economy Service Plan

(Ltd. Warranty" On -Site Service? Tech Support)

 Monitor Not Included

Recommended Upgrades:
 128MB PCIe x16 NVIDIA Quadra® FX 1400 Graphics Card,

add $360

 Dell' UltraSharr 1905FP 19' Flat Panel Display, add $399

 3-Yr Business Essential Service Plan (2407 Same -Day On -Site

Service" advanced Hardware Warranty Support), add $408

 Package includes Adobe

Premiere' Pro 1.5, Adobe

After Effects" 6.5 Standard,

Adobe Audition' 1.5, and

Adobe Encore" DVD 1.5.

Speci

dard

.,..only with
se of select Dell

'sloe' workstations*

$ 99 Great Value!

Adobe

dell.com/SMB/DCCSolutions

888.738.DELL

Der recommends Adobe® s

. .

Operate with powerful, next -
generation digital imaging features
that are the professional standard
for graphic and web desic ners,
photographers. and video
professionals.

'589 SKU A0472798

$1849
Lease as low as $49/ ino , (48 pmts')
E -VALUE Code: 06552-S40116m

Workstation Performance, Notebook Mobility

- Featuring Intel® Centrino® Mobile Technology with Intel®

Pentium® M Processor 740 (1.73GHz, 2MB L2 Cache,

533MHz FSB); Intel® PRO/Internal Wireless

 Genuine Windows® XP Professional

 14.1' SXCA+ Active Matrix Display

 512MB DDR2 SORAM; 60GB" (5400 RPM) Hard Drive

 ATI Mobility' FireGr V3100 64MB PCI Express" OpenGL Graphics

 24x CD Burner/DVD Combo Drive

 3-Yr On -Ste Economy Service Plan (Ltd. Warranty" On -Site

Service" Tech Support)

Recommended Upgrades:

 80GB" (5400 RPM) Hard Drive, add $20

 3-Yr Business Standard Service Plan (On -Site Service?

CompleteCare" Accidental Damage Service?

advanceC Hardware Warranty Support), add $278

ftware with Dell Precision -workstations.

Add gunning 2C and 3D
corntositing, animation, and visual
effec s as well is motion tracking
and ®abilizatiorvto production.

Stanc and Versior

'710 SKU A1369456

IT'S BOUNDLESS CREATIVITY.

Revolutionizes non-linear video
editing with real-time tools that
help provide rrecise management
of virtually every aspect of video
and audio editing.

710 SKU 40356041

Call: M -F Sat 811-5p, CT 'Pricing/Availability: Pricing, specifications, availability, and terms of offer may change without notice. Taxes, fees. shipping, handling and any applicable restocking charges extra,
vary and are not subject to discount. Offers may be combined with other select offers or discounts. U.S. Dell Small Business new purchases only. LIMIT 5 DISCOUNTED OR PROMOTIONAL ITEMS PER CUSTOMER. In
case of customers leasing under these promotions, please note that items leased will be subject to applicable end -of -lease options or requirements. Dell maps be responsible for pricing or other errors, and reserves
the right to cancel orders arising from such errors. Adobe Video Collection 2.5 Standard Offer. Offer valid only with purchase of Dell Precision' :380, 470, E70, M20 or M70 system. Offer excludes n -series systems.
limited Warranty: For a copy of our Guarantees or Limited Warranties, write Dell USA L.P., Attn: Warranties. One Dell Way, Round Rock. Texas 78682. For more information, visit http.//www.dell.com/warranty.
Dual -Channel Memory: Dual -channel memory requires 2 each of the same capacity memory DIMMs. On -Site Service: Service may be provided by third-p4rty. Technician will be dispatched. if necessary, following
phone -based troubleshooting. Subject to parts availability, geographical restrictions and terms of service contract. Service timing dependert upon time of day call placed to Dell. Leasing: Monthly payment based on 48 -Month Fair Market
Value ("FMV-)Duicklease and does not include taxes, fees, shipping and handling charges. Your monthly payment may vary, depending on ',OW creditworthiness. OuickLease arranged be DellFinancial Services L.P EIDES"1, an independent
entity, to qualified Small Business customers. Minimum transaction size of $500 required. At the end of the FMV Ouicklease, you can: purchase the equipment for the they FMV, renew the lease or return the equipment to DES. Please
contact your DES representative for further details. All terms subject to credit approval and availability, and are subject to change without notice. CompleteCare Accidental DamageService: CompleteCare service excludes theft,
loss, and damage due to fire. flood or other acts of nature, or intentional damage. CompleteCare not available in all states. Customer may be required to return unit to Dell. For complete details, visit www.dell.com/servicecontracts. Hard
Drive: GB means 1 billion bytes and TB equals 1 trillion bytes: actual capacity varies with preloaded material and operating environment and will be less. Trademark/Copyright Notices: Dell, the stylized E logo, E -Value, UltraSharp,
CompleteCare and Dell Precision are trademarks of Dell Inc Intel, Intel Centrino, Intel Xeon and Pentium are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation orits subsidiaries in the United States and other countries. Microsoft
and Windows are trademarks or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. Adobe, the Adobe Logo and Acrobat are eitherregistered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems
Incorporated in the United States and/or other countries. ©2006 Dell Inc. All rights reserved.
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Why is it that Table 1 shows that
you were issued eight addresses, but
the ISP told you that you only have
six? The reason is that the first and
last addresses are reserved. Given
the CIDR of 66.235.22.8/29, you
would be free to assign the addresses
66.235.22.9 through 66.235.22.14 to
host computers you want to connect
directly to the Internet.

Note that you would set the sub -
net mask on these computers to
255.255.255.248. This would tell
these computers that the only valid

specified by four octets separated by
periods. Note that 255.255.255.255 is
equal to four octets, with each octet
set to a value of all "ones" in binary.
The reason 255 is a common number
in Internet notation is that it is easy
for computers to count from zero to
"11111111" in binary and to make
decisions based upon values that are
all ones or zeros.

Network addresses
Now back to the question: Why

would the number /29 be chosen

Base -10 value

Binary 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 2. In binary numbers, the right -most digit represents ones, the next digit to
the left represents twos, the next digit to the left represents fours, and so on.

IP addresses on this network are
from 66.235.22.8 to 66.235.22.15.

Why in the world does /29 mean
that there are eight addresses avail-
able? IP addresses run from 0.0.0.0
through 255.255.255.255. But what

to represent eight addresses on our
network? To answer this question, it
might be useful to look at the net-
work address assigned by the ISP
and its corresponding subnet mask
in binary. (See Tables 3 and 4.)

IP Address 66 --ri 5 22

Binary 01000010 11101011 00010110 00001000

Table 3. Network addresses assigned by the ISP

is magic about 255? It turns out that
this is an easy number to represent
in binary. You may remember that
in binary, the right most digit repre-
sents ones, the next digit to the left
represents twos, the next digit to the
left represents fours, and so on. (See
Table 2.)

If you count the number of "ones"
in the binary representation of the
subnet mask, you will find that there
are 29 of them. (Ah ha!) Not only
that, if you look at the subnet mask,
you will see that only three binary
numbers are set to zero - the last
three. A binary value of 111 equals

Subnet mask 255 255 255 248 ,

Binary 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111000

Table 4. A network address' corresponding subnet mask in binary numbers

As you can see from the table, a bina-
ry value of"11111111," or eight "ones"
equals 128+64+32+16+8+4+2+1=
255. With eight bits, you can repre-
sent values from zero to 255 (a total of
256 unique values). A group of eight
binary digits is sometimes referred
to as an octet. Internet addresses are

seven. So, if you use the subnet mask
to strip off all but the last three digits
of the assigned IP address, the maxi-
mum number of values that can be
represented is eight (zero through
seven).

As you can imagine, it is possible to
design logic that can quickly strip off

the first 29 bits, or the last three bits.
Why would this be important? Be-
cause in Internet technology, it can
be important to know what address-
es are local and what addresses are
network. Put in other terms, it may
be important to determine whether
traffic on the network is meant for a
local host or for the Internet.

One reason CIDR notation is com-
mon is that it is convenient. It is much
easier to say "66.235.22.8/29" than it
is to say "66.235.22.8 with eight valid
IP addresses," or "66.235.22.8 with a
subnet mask of 255.255.255.240."

Setting the subnet mask
Finally, you may wonder if it is a

problem to leave your computers set
to a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0.
That depends on your situation. If
you are working with host computers
connected to the Internet, it would be
best to set the subnet mask correctly.
If you are dealing with workstations
connected to a private network, then
setting the subnet mask correctly is
not as critical.
To learn more about IP addressing,

take a look at an article titled "IP ad-
dressing and subnetting for new us-
ers," available at www.cisco.com, doc-
ument number 13788. You may also
want to download a free advanced
subnet calculator from www.solar-
winds.com. The calculator not only
does subnet calculations, but also
converts between CIDR and conven-
tional subnet notation as well as per-
forms other useful tasks. BE

Brad Gilmer is a SMPTE Fellow. He is
also president of Gilmer & Associates,
executive director of the Video Services
Forum and executive director of the AAF
Association.

Send questions and comments to:
brad_gilmer@prismh2h.com
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During the last mission by Discovery, audio engineers, ----  Es..
Royce Bowie and Greg Wiseman (standiing, l -r), with

John Stoll, senior audio engineer and audio engineer

Beth Weissinger (seated, l -r), in the Johnson Space

Center Audio Control Room, handled all the communi-

cation and media feeds as well as NASA TV broadcast

audio from the System 5-B.

NASA Lifts
Off With
Euphonix

NASA has installed a 64 fader System 5-B audio mixing system to

handle audio from the shuttle and space station communications,

mission commentary, media feeds, Presidential and VIP hookups,

and audio from the various NASA operations centers toge..her

with audio for NASA TV.

euphonix.com

VII

r ©2005 Euphonic, Inc. AN rights reserved  220 Portage Avenue  Palo Alto, CA 94306

Phone: (650) 855-0400  Fax (650) 855-0410

The System 5 has
opened rip a world of
operational ease for us

John Stoll - Senior Aulio Ted aician

photo: courtea. NASA
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Microphones
for surround sound
BY GARY ESKOW

The migration to HDTV may
be taking longer than some
experts predicted back in the

mid -'90s, but it is taking place. Are
consumers clamoring for the benefits
that enhanced picture and audio can
bring to network and local television
programming? With regard to sur-
round sound, and the new micro-
phone technologies that make multi-
channel audio easier to capture than
ever, it's clear that viewers are in the
driver's seat. Demand will dictate the
pace at which the move to surround
sound advances.

The audience
Multiple speaker systems are now

available at prices that nearly anyone
with an interest in surround sound
playback in the home can afford. It's
clear that many consumers enjoy hear-
ing film scores played on inexpensive
DVD machines. To date, however, the
advantages that surround can bring
to local newscasts, for example, have
not captured the collective imagina-
tion of the public. Will the average

ronment, this technology has already
been used on Super Bowl broadcasts
and other high -profile events. But lo-
cal television stations have - to this
point - remained a tough sell, de-
spite these microphones' strong sell-
ing points.

B Format basics
Assuming that an audience ex-

ists for surround audio, the logistics
involved in setting up six or seven
microphones to cover an unfolding
news story make them impractical
in the fast -paced, budget -conscious
ENG marketplace. This is particularly
true when a shock -mounted micro-
phone attached to a camera or a sin-
gle boom are the only ways that audio
is captured.

One soultion: B Format technol-
ogy. (See Figure 1.) SoundField's
three surround microphones (the
ST250, SPS422B and Mark 5) all use
this multiple -axis concept that refer-
ences all four capsules of a surround
microphone against a single point. In
effect, the four capsules are angled to

One of the challenges with the new technology

is convincing broadcasters that shooters

won't need a degree in calculus to

operate the equipment
homeowner eventually be interested
in watching coverage of a local fire
and hearing trucks screeching around
a 5.1 field?

Among the manufacturers with the
most to gain if this encroachment oc-
curs are the microphone companies
whose product lines include multi -
capsule microphones. Designed to
eliminate the need to place a series of
individual mics throughout an envi-

cover the four corners of the universe,
but each one is electronically placed
in the same spot, eliminating any pos-
sibility of phase cancellation.

One advantage of B Format is that
several different audio streams can
be output at one time, making it pos-
sible for a local broadcaster to deliver
surround sound and stereo to cover
the needs of its entire audience base.
Because only four capsules are used,

Figure 1. B Format recordings capture
audio in three planes (X,Y and Z) as well
as at a central reference (W). Recording
all four tracks allows the precise audio
image at the microphone's location to
be recreated later. The four discrete im-
ages can be manipulated in post, cre-
atiig an infinite variety of microphone
pa:terns.

however, any multichannel setup that
needs more outputs (read: 5.1) re-
quires algorithmic manipulation to
achieve the task. In SoundField's case,
this consists of a hardware box or a
plug-in that needs to be inserted into
a Pro Tools or Nuendo session if five
or more channels are called for.

One of the challenges with the new
technology is convincing broadcast-
ers that shooters won't need a degree
in calculus to operate the equipment.
(They won't.)
And, as we mentioned at the out-

set, viewer demand is also critical.
Do you ever turn on your local cable
station to watch a local high school
football or basketball game? Would
surround sound augment the expe-
rience for you? Working down the
chain even further, would that wed-
ding video you had shot mean more
to you if it was delivered in a multi-
channel format?

While SoundField uses four capsules
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Academy Award -winning sound designer and composer
Frank Serafine used the H2 -Pro to capture wind noise in the
Grand Canyon.

and algorithms to output full surround spectrums, Ho-
lophone takes a different approach. Early on in the com-
pany's 12 -year history, Holophone built a 10 -channel
microphone.

Holophone's H2 -PRO consists of eight discrete micro-
phones. The concept is to allow the multiple-mic array to
hear the surround image as the human brain would.

Holophone microphones have been used in the coverage
of major sporting events since the 1999 NHL All Star game.
In addition to the sonic reality that surround microphones
provide, their ease of setup is a big reason why they are
gaining popularity. For example, at last year's Super Bowl,
setting up a pair of H2 -PROs took 45 minutes (compared
with several days for the system used the year before). One
microphone was placed on a 30ft pole at the 50 -yard line
to capture the ambience of the game. The other, a wireless
microphone that worked with an eight -channel wireless
transmitter, was used to pick up the crowd.

Holophone is working on its latest product, the PRO
mini, which will be used by NBC when it covers the Turino
Winter Olympics in February 2006 and released shortly
thereafter. The PRO mini, a six -capsule microphone, will
mount on a camera and follow its moving perspective.
Using SRS Circle Surround II, this device will record six
audio tracks onto a stereo pair.

B Format's future
As impressive as Super Bowl and Olympic presenta-

tions are, manufacturers cannot sustain viable businesses
by catering exclusively to the major networks. Education
and experience will play a pivotal role if surround sound
is to move into the local broadcast environment and be-
come a part of the every day viewing experience of the
American public. BE

Gary Eskow is a composer and journalist.

Model 2470 Broadcast Time Delay

360 Systems' new Broadcast Time Delay lets
you create delays from 20 seconds to more
than 24 hours - enough for any time zone on
earth. Now, get outstanding image quality, 4
channels of audio, and all VBI lines at far lower
cost than video tape or a traditional server.
Model 2470 Features
 Outstanding image quality
 MPEG-2 video, 4:2:2 Profile, 30 Mb I -frame
 Embedded audio, AES/EBU and +4 analog
 Composite and SDI video
 RAID -5 disk array, easy drive replacement
 Captures all VIBI lines
 Includes frame synchronizer
 Frame -accurate long-term operation
 Operates with or without genlock
 Easy -to -set user interface, non-volatile settings

The new 2470 Broadcast Time Delay sets a
new standard for technical excellence with
the reliability you need for 24/365 operation.
For more information, visit www.360Systems.
com, or call us at (8-18) 991-0360 to discuss
your requirements.

www.360systems.com
Voice: (818) 991-0360

Fax: (818) 991-1360

Copyright 360 Systems 02005.
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`SHOW
relocates to house larger laughs
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BY MICHAEL GROTTICELLI
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The breakout success of "The Daily Show With Jon Stewart"
on cable's Comedy Central channel has meant a larger viewing
audience and bigger laughs. It's also necessitated larger stLdio facilities.

The entire cast and crew recently moved from NEP Studio 54 into a new space
across town in New York City from its smaller digs (where it had been since 1998),
with the help of NEP Studios, in a mere two weeks. Comedy Central did not want
to have any significant amount of downtime for the show, so the move to the new
facility, which opened in July, had to happen quickly. New construction to get the
facility ready and make room for expanded offices and production space began in
January 2005 and spanned six months.

I

11111/11444
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NEP Studios owns the studio space
and has agreed to lease it to "The
Daily Show" for four years. John
Chow, NEP Studios' vice president
of engineering, oversaw the engineer-
ing project, which was renovated to
Comedy Central specifications. This
includes the show's desire to have
all of the production rooms located
on the same floor. Also, the graph-
ics workstations are now located
close to the editing systems so that the
staff can collaborate on projects more
effectively.

The show's producers wanted the
tape operators to be able to see the
control room, so a hole was cut and
a window built between the two. In
most cases, the show's staff would
rather communicate across the rooms
to one another than send and grab a
file off of a network. However, the
staff does have access to a Telex/RTS
Matrix Intercom system with wireless
intercoms units.

Top photo: The spacious SDI production control room employs a Sony DVS -9000
switcher, a Pinnacle DVEXtreme digital video effects system, Ikegami monitoring
and a Telex/RTS Matrix Intercom system.

Bottom photo: The large 100ft x 75ft studio audience area accommodates more
than 200 people. The set is equipped with Sony BVP-950 cameras and three large
rear -projection screens.
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"We knew from experience that Studer would deliver our new console
on time, set it up quickly, and provide us with exemplary customer
support, just like it did when we bought our first Vista 8."

Erik Duke, President, Che'sea Television Studios

Studer Vista 8 in live use for "Martha" Stewart show
at Chelsea TV Studios, NYC

"We felt very confident that turning to Studer again
would be a wise decision."
Live broadcasting requires the most reliable equipment - and Studer delivers!

Studer audio consoles have been proven in live broadcast around the world for over 50
years. With more than 350 Vista and D950 digital systems in daily operation, we thoroughly
understand the requirements of both the audio operator and engineering management.

Swiss technology and build standards
Multiple redundancies, including a second complete operating system
Unique Vistonicstm operator interface for fast, easy operation
Legendary audio quality
Backed by parent company Harman International, the largest professional audio
company in the world
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1; ce_aChow also supervised
the purchase of several

new pieces of digital produc-
tion equipment, as well as the

transfer of existing systems to the
new facilities. There's also a new serial
digital/fiber-optic network connect-
ing the systems and expanded space
for the show's studio audience, writ-
ers and administrative staff.

The facility did not go completely
digital. (It's 601 digital and AES with
analog video and audio layers.) There's
a Grass Valley Venus analog router
with dozens of Grass Valley Gecko sig-
nal conversion cards and numerous
Betacam SP decks in use. However, it
does takes advantage of several digi-
tal islands - for editing (Avid Media
Composer Adrenalines) and for graph-
ics (Discreet flint, Quantel Paintbox,
etc.) - connected via a Gigabit Eth-
ernet connection, that help streamline
the sometimes frenetic production
process. Four Avid workstations share
material via a LANShare server with
2.88TB of storage.

Because it's such a graphics/video -
intensive production, the show also
uses five Grass Valley M -Series iVDR
(two record and two playback chan-
nels, with 16 hours of 25Mb/s storage
per unit), Profile servers (eight chan-
nels), TiVo digital video recorders and
four digital betacam VTRs to capture
images off -air for use in the show. The
editors also use Sony DVW-M2000
and DVW-A500 source decks.

An analog transmission path at the
old location has been converted to a
DS -3 digital link. As the show is be-
ing taped live, video and audio is
sent to Comedy Central's office at
1515 Broadway, in New York City.
Then it's bounced to the network op-
erations center, in Hauppauge, NY,
for playout across the country.

Audio also has been greatly enhanced,
with a new Solid State Logic C100
digital audio console serving as the
centerpiece of a retrofitted audio pro-
duction room. Tim Lester, a freelance
audio engineer who has been with the
show since its inception, said the new
console includes all of the features he

The tape/server operations room Ic oks into the production room. It uses Sony
Digital Betacam, a Grass Valley M -Series iVDR, and DNF and Lance controllers.

Technology at work
Adobe After Effects workstation
Avid Technology

Media Composer Adrenaline systems
LAN Share server

Chyron iNFiNiT! CG
Digidesign Pro ToolsIHD3
Discreet flint workstation
DNF Controls 2034CL Clip Instant Access System with ST 420 Shotbox
ETC Expression 3-800 lighting control console
Grass Valley

M -Series iVDR

Venus routing switcher
Signal converters

Ikegami
14in and 17in broadcast monitors
Rack -mount LCD panel

Lance HSE-200 four -VTR controller -editor
Leader SDI waveform/vectorscopes
Mackie Onyx 1640 analog audio mixer
Pinnacle Systems

DVEXtreme digital video effects system
Lightning stillstore

Quantel Paintbox workstation
Sennheiser EM 3532 wireless mics
Solid State Logic C100 broadcast audio console
Sony

BVP-950 digital portable camera system
DVS -9000 switcher

DVW-M2000 Digital Betacam editor
DVW-500 Digital Betacam VTRs

TASCAM MX -2424 SE hard -disc recorder
Tektronix SPG 422 SDI sync generator
Telex/RTS Matrix Intercom systems w/wireless intercoms
Vinten

Vector 70 pan/tilt heads
Fulmar pedestals
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wished he had in the existing facility.
"The Daily Show" selected the SSL

C100 due to a number of live produc-
tion features. The new version 2 soft-
ware includes expanded I/O capac-
ity and TouchPan, a feature that allows
Lester to have full 5.1 panning access
on every channel from the console's
central touch screen. The console's abil-
ity to handle full 5.1 surround sound
mixes was another key factor in select-
ing the unit, as "The Daily Show" plans
to begin producing the show in Dolby
Digital sometime this year. Lester also
uses a Digidesign Pro Tools system and
a TASCAM 24 -track, 24 -bit hard disk
recorder to create sound effects.
An expanded production studio,

which is the former home of The Food
Network shows such as "Emeril Live,"
includes four Sony BVP-950 digital
cameras (with switchable aspect ratio),
an ETC lighting system and a larger stu-
dio audience area. The studio audience
area accommodates more than 200
people, twice the amount of people the
older studio held. The set also has been
redesigned, with the addition of three
large rear -projection screens.

A renovated control room features

Design team
NEP Studios

Charles Pontillo, president
John T Chow, VP of

engineering
Kevin Tobin, chief engineer

Studio 52

Lorenzo Handsford, engineer
Studio 52

Adriane Truex, facility
manager Studio 52

Bill Willig, project manager
Georgia Pappas, executive in

charge of production
Ray DeMartini, director of

support services -
engineering & facilities

Kevin Tobin & Ed Modzel, design
engineers

Sonny Waysack, installation
supervisor

Alan Garry, Kossar & Garry
Architects

a four M/E Sony DVS -9000 SD pro-
duction switcher, fully loaded with
80 inputs and 48 outputs. Images are
stored for each night's show on a Pin-
nacle Systems Lightning server, which
can be called up through the switcher
for insertion into the show as well.
Ikegami monitors fill out a compre-
hensive monitor wall, where the di-
rector and TD sit and call the shots.

The new digital facility offers Jon
Stewart and his staff a chance to spread
their wings and produce more com-
plex segments than they could before.
The frenetic pace of producing the
show is still the same, but now there
is more room to roam. BE

Michael Grotticelli regularly reports on
the professional video and broadcast
technology industries.
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commercial video production fa
BY TIM DAVIS

Texas is not exactly the first
place that comes to mind
when considering hotspots

of broadcast and production facili-
ties in the United States. But Circle R
Media aimed to change all that with
the construction of a new facility in
the heart of North Texas. The com-
pany replaced its existing facility with

a 48,000sq-ft video, film and audio
production facility that opened in
downtown Fort Worth in May 2005.

Forward -thinking design
The first step to creating a world -class

production facility was taken when
Circle R Media hired Russ Berger De-
sign Group (RBDG). In addition to

baseline goals such as centralizing the
facility's UPS system, the company
presented RBDG with several impor-
tant requirements, including:
 creating a first-rate critical listening
environment in the edit suites and
control rooms;
 increasing the studio grid height
with a retractable grid system;
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Track lighting sets the mood for
those working in the video control
rooms while the completely patch-
able monitor bridge can be easily
viewed from anywhere in the room.

 developing a space that was flexible
and fully upgradable;
 and enabling the company to inde-
pendently run its own IT operations.

The high level of critical listening in
the edit suites was achieved in part by
having AEC - specialists in architec-
tural noise control - install sound-
proofing wall fabrics to keep acoustics

tuned within the rooms. In addi-
tion, the noisy equipment in the half
height racks outside the suites was
isolated. Perhaps most significantly,
the new facility was constructed with
a dual -floating slab and sound -sealed
doors that ensure ultra -quiet rooms.

Circle R Media's previous facility
was reasonably sized at 40,000sq ft,
but it was designed around a central
elevator system that created areas of
unusable space. At 48,000sq ft, the
new facility is only slightly larger,
but with an absolute minimum of
wasted space.

A high level of space efficiency was
gained by installing a retractable grid
system to increase the grid height in
the studios. Of the new facility's three
studios, the largest - which measures
83ft x 45ft with a grid height of 25ft
- is equipped with a DeSisti retract-
able light grid system.

In addition to increasing the stu-
dio grid height, the system allows for
quick set lighting changes and saves
the company an average of two hours
per shoot day. The light bars are auto -
load balancing, which eliminates the
need to evenly space the lights on the
bar. Also, because the system uses a se-
ries of hoists that can be lowered to the
studio floor from a control panel, it's
not necessary to use a lift or ladders to
position each light above the set.

The 3800sqft sound stage comes com-
plete with a DeSisti retractable lighting
system equipped with 160 dimmers
and HDC hoist digital control.

In keeping with the expectation that
the new facility should last at least 15
years, Circle R Media put a good deal
of thought into creating a space that
was flexible and fully upgradable. This
was achieved in part by using as much
digital equipment as possible and up-
grading the central routing to SDI
digital video and AES/EBU digital au-
dio. With the exception of a minimal
amount of analog video monitoring
and live audio equipment, 90 percent
digital implementation was achieved
in the new facility.

The company also chose a Leitch In-
tegrator Gold Series 128 x 128 router
for its modularity, multiformat capa-
bilities and upgrade path. The fully
modular digital video, audio and
machine -control router moves high-
speed signals from up to 128 loca-
tions throughout the facility, making
it easy to control complex production
from a single point and provide su-
perb -quality sound. And because the
previous analog router was also made
by Leitch, it was possible to reuse sev-
eral of the route head controllers.

Upgradability was also foremost in
mind when deciding on Signal Trans-
port's modular panel system, which
allows for quick termination of the
proper room connections with the
latest connector types.

Finally, as a newly independent

Studio A's DeSisti lighting system con-
tains movable, self -leveling battens and
an HDC hoist digital control system.
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CIRCLE R I MEDIA'S
commercial

fvaicti

private company, it was
important that Circle R

Media handle and manage
its own IT operations. As a re-

sult, all the data connections in the
facility were routed to terminate in
the central machine room instead of
the BDF closets. A firewall, exchange
server, file servers and FTP server sys-
tem were all installed. The company
also had to provision its own connec-
tivity into the campus and demark it
at the central machine room. The ex-
tra work was extensive but well worth

The audio control room is isolated from
the video control room, making for a
more precise listening environment
- the envy of any audiophile.

it because it provides the flexibility to
react quickly to customers' IT needs.

Assembling the technology
From the beginning of the project,

it was determined that Circle R Media
would use its in-house engineering staff
for all system integration and installa-
tion, using VidCAD for systems docu-
mentation. The internal engineering
staff consists of five full-time engineers
with combined broadcast engineering
experience of more than 100 years.

In terms of equipping the new fa-
cility, some equipment was simply
transferred from the old facility to the
new. This included Sony BVP-700A
studio cameras that were deemed to
have several more years of good use
left on their life cycle.

Naturally, a good deal of new equip-
ment was also acquired. The new ed-
iting systems are comprised of two
Avid Media Composer Adrenalin
HD systems, Avid Symphony, Avid
Express Elite and an Avid DSIHD for
finishing. For EFP, the company pur-

chased a Panasonic AJ-HDX400, as
well as the AJ-HD1200A DVCPRO
HD VTR for its 1080i capability and
for the open use software codec that
easily interfaced with two new Apple
Final Cut Pro HD systems. The Final
Cut systems were chosen as a good
complement to the facility's Avid
systems with Unity storage for stand-
alone productions that don't require a
collaborative editing environment.

Storage needs were met with the
selection of an Apple XRAID for the
Final Cut Pro HD systems, while an

The facility's engineers provide service
to the three individual stages and two
control rooms from one central area.
Cameras, intercom stations, tallies and
routers can all be easily switched from
one to another in seconds.

existing Unity drive system was up-
graded to 4TB with 2Gb switching.
ETC dimmers and controls were cho-
sen for studio lighting, with systems
varying in size from 48 channels in the
small stage to 226 in the large stage.
The grid and all the lighting instru-
ments in the three studios, including
battens and the dimmer control, are
operated using DMX control.

The facility's graphics and animation
studio was equipped with dual Xeon
processors running on a gigabit back-
bone server. This technology was select-
ed because it provides a render network
of eight dual -processor servers that
hasten the production of animation
sequences. The main programs used
are Maya, Adobe After Effects, Boujou
motion tracking software and Smedge
2 for render farm management.

All of the new facility's video and au-
dio control rooms were outfitted with
soundproof soffits for possible future
installation of projection systems.

For the time being, however, Sony
LMD2105 and LMD4420 LCD moni-
tors were installed. This reduction of
weight allowed for experimentation
with a different monitor mounting
scheme. The decision was made to
use standard computer relay racks for
monitor bridging to save space and
give the bridges a streamlined look.
The control rooms were also outfitted
with power outlets at speaker height
to allow the use of powered audio
monitors, if required.

One of the most important technol-
ogy decisions made in the new facility
was to incorporate fiber optic as the
main transmission method. Circle
R chose to service its clients with fi-
ber optic via Genesis Networks. This
provides the ability to schedule and
monitor loops over the Internet and
vary bandwidth according to pro-
gram needs. It has proven to be both
cost-effective for the company and a
great value for its clients.

The new facility is also hardwired to
11 locations at the nearby corporate
office of RadioShack, one of Circle
R Media's clients, including board
rooms, model stores, training rooms
and outdoor locations. The external lo-
cations are wired and terminated with
triax, audio, video, hybrid copper fiber
combo and single mode fiber, which
enable the company to roll its studio
cameras to these locations and broad-
cast to the more than 7000 RadioShack
stores via EchoStar in Cheyenne, WY.
By using hybrid and single -mode fiber,
the company is assured of staying con-
nected well into the future.

Challenges and completion
Although the project flowed well

and was ultimately successful, the
facility had a few minor challenges
to overcome. Not the least of these
challenges was how to create pris-
tine acoustical integrity in a build-
ing facing one of the area's busiest
thoroughfares.

Architecturally, it was necessary to
place the facility's west wall against the
parking garage and the main entrance
along the busiest street in downtown
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CIRCLE I R I MEDIA's
cporomdmuncoinalfvattoy

Fort Worth, thus pre-
senting a real challenge

to build a vibration- and
noise -free facility. Ultimately,

the solution came in the form of a
dual -floating slab system designed to

The bamboo flooring in the audio suites
and video -audio control rooms sits atop
a dual floating concrete slab founda-
tion.This, along with the sound absorb-
ing material on the walls, makes for an
ultra -quiet working environment.

provide true vibration -free recording
stages and soundproofed listening
areas. Other measures that further
ensured acoustical integrity included
installing sound -lock doors, plac-
ing noise -producing equipment in
a central machine room and imple-
menting a room -within -a -room suite
design. In addition, Gordon Ceilings'
custom -designed suspended ceiling
grids were used for all editing and au-
dio suites.

Another challenge was keeping the
old facility online until the new one
was fully functional. This took a tre-
mendous amount of planning and
coordination, stretching the compa-
ny's engineering staff to the limit. Not

The central machine room is the main
hub from which all processes take place.
Noise is kept to a minimum within the
surrounding edit suites because rout-
ing, patching and tape playback occur
in this area.

only was it necessary to manage the
equipment move, but also the move
of the staff and offices. Every engineer
logged more than 60 straight working
days to effect a smooth transition.

Circle R Media has been in the new
facility since May 2005 and is now log-
ging more than 3000 hours per month
supporting its clients. Today, the facil-
ity's world -class capabilities combine
cutting -edge video production, ani-
mation and graphics studios, and offer

producers, directors and production
managers both full production and
post -production capabilities.

The three spacious studios are all
large enough for staging television
productions, as well as the most up-to-
date animation, motion capture and
4-D design and production capabili-
ties. The facility also offers the com-
pany's clients enhanced capacity for
national television spot production.

In addition to the studios, the new
facility features nine video and audio
edit suites, video and audio control
rooms, sound booths, an engineering
lab, a conference room that seats 30,
duplication and replication rooms, a
tape library and archive, dressing areas,
a commissary, a master control room,
and office area for 15 employees.

More important than the space, how-
ever, are the technological capabilities
offered by the advanced motion cap-
ture laboratory, which can handle up
to five "mo-cap" figures in a single
shoot and a 4-D video process capable
of producing amusement park -qual-
ity videos and studios for retail, sales
motivation and other corporate appli-
cations. In addition to advanced pro-
duction capabilities, the company also
provides clients with a wide range of
professional services, such as Internet
simulcast, network origination, digital

 Mobile Optical Transport Enclosure
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satellite network integration, broad-
cast equipment installations, syndica-
tion uplinking, studio remotes and
network news inserts. BE

Tim Davis is chief operating officer and
chief technology officer of Circle R Media
and a 30 -year veteran of the broadcast
engineering field.

Design team
AEC

Barbara O'Toole, president
Beck Associates
Circle R Media

Tim Davis, COO/CTO

ILS Integrated Lighting Systems
Rob Boltinghouse, president,
CEO

Russ Berger Design Group
Richard Schrag, design prin-
cipal, acoustics and architect
tural engineering

Technologrill
at work
Apple Final Cut Pro HD NLE
Avid

Media Composer Adreneline
HD NLE

Symphony NLE
DSIHD NLE

DeSisti trackable hoist system
Digidesign Protools HD 2 Accel

audio editor
ETC Express light dimmers
Inscriber INCA HD/SD CG
Leitch Integrator Gold Series SD

video routing switcher
Panasonic

AJ-HDX400 HD cameras
AJ-HD1200A DVCPRO HD VTRs

Ross Synergy 2 switcher
Sony

BVP-700A studio camera
DVW-500A digital recorder
DSR-2000 DVCAM recorder

VidCAD

Videotek VTM440HD/SD
rasterizer

Wohler LM106-6AC3 audio
monitoring
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AF level, and diversity operation  Ultra small, lightweight, switchable,
Earphone -out w/level control

Gold Mount
1000URX/AB

100OURX-Si
"Slot -In"

IDX "V" Mount
100OUDXNM

Bodypack transmitter (1000E11) with
reduced current -drain for improved battery

life, is available with Azden EX -503H,
Sony ECM -44H.

Plug-in XLR transmitter
(1000X1) works with
dynamic mics.
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Tran` DI dug n

Recovering
from a catastrophe
BY DON MARKLEY

It's bad enough trying to make ev-
erything work again when a rou-
tine component failure occurs.

In a more serious repair problem, the
facility has suffered from a fire or, as
along the Gulf Coast this year, one or
more hurricanes with accompanying
wind and water damage. While these
two situations would seem to be to-
tally different, the repairs have a cer-
tain amount of similarity.

Extinguishing the flames
If the flames actually are around the

equipment, it probably is destroyed.
It's then necessary to order new pieces.
What becomes a more difficult situation
is when the equipment is not directly
exposed to the fire but simply finds
itself in an environment that causes
harm. That environment includes both
smoke damage and the results of extin-
guishing the flames.

One problem with transmitter site
fires is that the sites are usually un-
manned. Good fire and smoke sensors
with an extinguishing system are an
absolute must.

The most desirable solution is a Ha-
lon system. In a complete system, the

power would be shut off at the main
breaker with a shunt trip, the build-
ing air vents would be closed, and the
building would be filled with Halon
in a gaseous form.

However, Halon poses a problem.
Halon rises in the air and ultimately
attacks the ozone layer. As a result, it
is now illegal to manufacture Halon
in the United States. On the other
hand, there is no good way to get rid
of the existing Halon.

So far, the solution has been to re-
condition existing Halon by clean-
ing it both physically and chemi-
cally. Then, the leftover Halon can be
reused in fire extinguisher systems.
While it is illegal to manufacture Ha-
lon, the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion urges the use of Halon systems
for aircraft. This results in an interest-
ing dilemma. One government agen-
cy says you can't make the stuff, while
another urges its use.

Halon simply creates an atmosphere
where nothing will burn without an
additional stimulus. In low concen-
trations, it isn't harmful to people,
but for numerous reasons, one should
leave the building. Besides the Halon,
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fires in electrical equipment generate
gases that can be extremely harmful,
if not fatal. If members of the station
staff happen to be in the area when the
system fires, they should leave, mak-
ing sure the doors are closed, and call
the fire department. After the fire is
totally out, the building can be vented
and systems brought back online.

A major problem with fires is that
well-meaning staff or firemen spray
everything with dry powder fire ex-
tinguishers. While good at putting out
the fire, the compound used in those
extinguishers is harmful to equip-
ment. The material combines with
the copper on circuit boards and con-
nectors as well as some other metals.
The plating on tape paths is destroyed,
with only the base metal remaining.
Bearings in motors or tape decks are
damaged. The general corrosion of
the copper starts immediately.

As an absolute rule, no dry powder
extinguishers should be allowed any-
where near the station. In addition,
visit the local fire department and re-
quest that it does not use dry chemi-
cals if it is called to the site.

For the station, if a complete, fixed
Halon system cannot be installed,
portable extinguishers are available
with Halon in a liquid form. It should
be sprayed at the base of the flames
until the fire is out. Obviously, the
power should be turned off to elimi-
nate the cause of the fire or to reduce
the probability of the fire rekindling.

If a dry chemical has been applied,
the equipment should be treated as
soon as possible by an experienced
cleaning service that has the neces-
sary solvents to stop the effects of the
chemicals.

Proper cleaning can greatly reduce
the bad effects of the chemical extin-
guishers. In one case, a studio full of
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high -end cameras was badly exposed
to smoke and the dust from dry chem-
icals used to put out the fire. The cam-
eras were cleaned by a professional ser-
vice, but the station was worried that
the cameras wouldn't be reliable, so
they were sold to another local station.
The cameras ended up providing years
of reliable service, with no more than
usual routine maintenance needed.
The continued good performance of
those cleaned cameras changed many
minds, including mine, about the abil-
ity to clean electronics equipment.

Water damage control
The other big problem is water

damage resulting from major storms.
This includes salt water flooding from
hurricanes and the loss of building
roofs due to tornadoes.

For equipment that has been im-
mersed in salt water filled with sand,
mud and chemicals, in most cases,
the obvious solution is replacement.
It isn't just the salt water; that can be
cleaned up. The problem is all the crud
that gets carried in at the same time,
in addition to the inability to get the
equipment cleaned quickly.

Exposure to rain isn't necessarily a
problem. Pure rainwater is essentially
cleaner than the best quality tap water.
Unfortunately, the rainwater gets fil-
tered through dirt on the roof, in the
attic, on top of the racks, etc. The result
is that the equipment is exposed to all
sorts of unwanted contaminants. The
damage will probably be repairable if
the power is shut off quickly to avoid
damage from the operating voltages.

The repairs, if no mechanical or elec-
trical damage occurs, usually involve
cleaning by a professional service.
However, simple fresh water exposure
is usually treatable by the station staff.

Cleaning house
Contacting the station's insurance

carrier immediately is a good idea.
The carrier will help to get profession-
al cleaners in as soon as possible. Get-
ting the corrosive materials out of the
equipment works best if done before
extensive corrosion occurs.

Damage to equipment from unwant-
ed contaminants in the water can be
repairable if the power is shut off im-
mediately. This helps to avoid further
damage from the operating voltages,
which could completely destroy the
equipment.

Engines, as in the standby power
plant, can be returned to service with
minimal problems. Engine service
facilities, especially on the coasts, are
experienced in dealing with total im-
mersion when boats sink. The repairs
normally involve lots of flushing with
various solvents and running the en-
gine for short periods with oil chang-
es between those periods. All electri-
cal systems, not just the electronics
equipment, need a thorough clean-
ing, lubricating, recalibrating, etc. As
a rule, motors should be serviced by a
good service facility.

Getting back on -air
The one remaining problem normal-

ly found with major damage is that
the stations cannot return to the air
immediately.

The one good experience that the
staff will have is in dealing with manu-
facturers to get replacement equipment
to the station. Generally, manufactur-
ers will bend over backwards to help
get stations back on the air. That may
include using equipment from their
lab and diverting deliveries for other
stations where delays won't cause those
stations to be off the air. The broadcast
industry, especially on the technical
side, generally pulls together in major
calamities. BE

Don Markley is president of a L. Markley
and Associates.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

don_markiey@prismh2h.com
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BY BARRY BENNETT

UPGRAto HD
previously I've addressed
the issues facing the NTSC
truck owner considering a

video system upgrade to SD. Many of
the issues of that upgrade path also
apply to the current quandary fac-
ing many truck owners. Considering
an upgrade from SD to HD, while an
entirely separate technical challenge,

still involves similar questions regard-
ing the physical issues of the existing
trailer, power, heat, air conditioning,
etc. This article focuses on the various
questions that must be addressed to
turn an SD truck into an HD truck.

NG
To be HD or not to be HD

The time has come. Your clients have
been pressuring you for the past year
or more to offer them an HD produc-
tion vehicle. You, of course, with one
or several SD trucks in your fleet and

Photo: Upgrades sometimes require getting into tight spots to avoid removing a
lot of equipment needlessly. Small installers are ideal for this purpose.
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UPGRADING to HD

A decision must be made initially
whether to save existing wiring or start
from scratch.

perhaps several analog trucks, have
jumped right in with multi -million
dollar upgrades for each and every
vehicle in your fleet, right? WRONG!
You have barely begun paying for that
shiny new SD truck you built only two
or three years ago. How can you now
justify an upgrade that will set you
back roughly one half to three quar-
ters of the original price of the truck,
the initial cost of which you have only
barely begun to write off?

The answer to that question is simple:
You will have to find a way. HD is here
to stay, and you are being driven by
market forces to provide this service.
If you don't, you'll be left behind by
those who do. The intricate and usual-
ly painful details of financing this up-
grade are not the subject of this article.
Neither are the various client -oriented
discussions you, your banker and your
staff have been undertaking for most
of this past year as to whether or not to
upgrade vs. build an entirely new ve-
hicle. While the concept of upgrading
is relatively simple, the mechanics by
which it may be achieved are not.

This article will focus on the nuts
and bolts of actually accomplishing
the conversion. We will examine the
pros and cons of an upgrade as op-
posed to a complete replacement of
the vehicle, beginning with the op-
tions for the video core systems and
continuing through all of the audio,
communications, structural, elec-
trical, air conditioning and various
other subsystems, each of which can

This upgrade required moving the
old video wiring and starting at the
beginning.

cause many sleepless nights when de-
ciding if/how/what to upgrade, what
to reuse and what to replace.

For the remainder of this article, HD
will refer to a high -definition digital
signal, namely 1080i, 720p and all the
various permutations thereof. SD will
refer to a standard -definition digital
signal, or plain old 601. Aspect ratio
of 16:9 is, of course, assumed.

First things first
You have come to the conclusion that

you simply must offer HD produc-
tion to your clients. One of the initial
decisions you will face is whether to
upgrade one of your existing trucks,
or start from scratch and build an en-

munications, room layout, etc.) are also
sufficient for the new truck concept. You
also must consider the cost of both in
terms of new equipment purchase and
lost revenue from downtime while the
conversion is being accomplished. This
latter point is important to consider.

Consider whether the downtime re-
quired to accomplish your conversion
may cost you an amount equal to or
greater than that of building an entirely
new vehicle from scratch. Careful plan-
ning can make the upgrade significant-
ly more cost-effective than building an
entirely new truck Some of the more
obvious factors that must be thought
out in advance are timely equipment
delivery, advance engineering and pre-
fabrication of some or all of the wiring,
and picking an appropriate spot on the
calendar during which your vehicle's
being off -road would least impact your
production income projections.

If it is a straight truck as opposed
to an expando, is it adequate in size
and layout to attract and/or keep the
clients that will be needed to pay for
all the shiny new equipment? If the
answer to this question is no, or you
determine that you also require a
complete audio system replacement,
then you will likely be considering
a new trailer as opposed to upgrad-
ing this existing one, and you have

HD is here to stay, and you are being driven by
market forces to provide this service. If you don't,

you'll be leftbehind by those who do.
tirely new vehicle. Because this article
is about upgrading, we will focus on
this concept. There are many individ-
ual and intertwined steps that have led
you to the conclusion that upgrading
your existing truck is the way to go. A
thorough analysis of your existing ve-
hicle will be the first step in the pro-
cess, from both the physical/technical
perspective and, of course, the always -
present financial considerations.

You must simultaneously determine if
your existing trailer will suffice to house
your new HD video system and if the
remainder of the systems (audio, corn -

passed beyond the scope of this ar-
ticle. Overcoming these two issues
would require completely gutting the
old truck, modifying whatever struc-
ture is inadequate in the old layout
and then essentially building a new
truck within the old remodeled box.
The downtime alone for a project of
this magnitude will probably place
this approach to an upgrade beyond
consideration in terms of cost effec-
tiveness. I wish you well with your
entirely new truck build!

If, on the other hand, your existing
trailer is physically adequate in both
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space and layout, and your remaining
technical and mechanical systems are
up to par, then it is likely that upgrad-
ing only the video systems will add
your truck to the HD -for -hire fleet.
You may wish to take this opportuni-
ty to evaluate and upgrade, or repair
if necessary, the mechanical systems
of the truck. This would include air
conditioning, power, running gear,
frame and expando mechanisms. If
any of these areas need attention,
the time for correcting these issues
would be now, by employing careful
time management of your upgrade
project. Otherwise, you will probably
be facing the prospect of pulling the
truck off the road again in the near
future to address such issues.

Nuts and bolts
Careful examination of these points

have led you to the decision that you
will be upgrading an existing truck by

The old system (left) has been removed, and installation of the new HD video core
system (right) has begun. Seen through the racks of the new system are coils of
green wire, which is all that is left of the old system in this particular rack.The col-
ored bundle in the back of the rack is the new wiring beginning to go in.

converting the SD or NTSC video sys-
tem to HD. The next decision facing
the truck owner and system designer
is whether to completely remove and
replace the video system, which in-
cludes all the cabling, patching, dis-
tribution and production equipment

and wiring, or attempt to reuse some
of the installed gear and cabling.

Experience has shown that the latter
course of action is generally the only
way to accomplish this upgrade with-
out incurring an extraordinary amount
of downtime and labor in an attempt
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UPGRADING to HO

As an upgrade, a flat -screen monitor wall makes an impression on clients.There is
little that can compare in sheer visual impact to a monitor wall with high -resolu-
tion plasma displays.

to salvage a relatively small portion of
the existing video substructure. This
question is more or less equivalent to
deciding whether to upgrade or replace
a computer. At the time you built it, it
looked like a good idea to future -proof
it somewhat by designing an appar-
ently simple upgrade path. What has
occurred in the meantime, however,
is that the equipment manufacturers
have by no means been standing still.
Newer, and in almost all cases better,
and vastly more capable equipment
has been constantly introduced, and
your planned "just replace the DAs
and router" idea has most likely fallen
completely off course. Unless your la-
bor is free, complete replacement of
the video system will make the most
sense in almost all cases.

At the same time you are converting
your SD or analog truck to HD, you
must still consider that this truck will,
for some time into the future, still
need to have some multiformat capa-
bility. Exactly how much capability is
the tricky part.

Are all sources required to be available
in all formats at all times? If so, your
truck will be a lot more complex than a
pure HD truck that may have SD and/
or analog available as only a final out-
put format. You may be able to have the
best of both worlds here by using the
non -HD outputs from equipment that
does supply these signals and including
a bank of routable format converters to
handle the unforeseen needs.

My own experience would seem
to indicate that pure HD is becom-
ing more and more of a trend in, at
least, the core design of the vehicles.
SD, interestingly, appears to be falling
aside in favor of a design that is less
costly in wiring, patching and conver-
sion overhead. If you can go with HD
monitoring throughout the truck,
this is definitely worth considering.
In this event, you would simply need
to provide NTSC outputs for field

And, of course, there is the consider-
ation of 16:9 vs. 4:3. This issue branch-
es quickly into a truly dazzling array of
possible solutions. If your tube moni-
tors are not already 16:9 switchable, I
would recommend you jump down to
the flat -screen options below. If you
have 16:9 monitors with SD inputs,
you will need to do some soul search-
ing to decide if you want to keep them
and use them in SD mode, or switch
over to one of the HD flat -screen solu-
tions. Hopefully, as this is now a pure
HD truck, you have made the decision
to jump into HD monitoring.

Fortunately, there exist some relative-
ly simple and elegant solutions to this
monitoring issue. Of course, with such
elegance comes a price. It's expensive.
But, when you factor in all the costs
of conversion and complexity in the
truck's technical core, the cost in dol-
lars may not be that much additional,
particularly for the benefit gained. At
this point in your design process, it may
offer you both a solution to the com-
plexity of trying to use your analog tube
monitors in an HD environment and a
large step into the future, where tubes

Fortunately, there exist some relatively simple

and elegant solutions to this monitoring issue. Of
course, with such elegance comes a price.

monitoring and the occasional piece
of legacy equipment (i.e. the always
present VHS deck).

Seeing the big picture
One of the first decisions you will

be confronted with in designing your
upgrade will be that of monitoring.
You presumably have a truck full of
9in tube monitors. Perhaps they have
SD inputs as well as analog. In any
event, you will have to decide whether
you are keeping your existing moni-
tors or moving on to a flat -screen so-
lution. If you elect to keep the exist-
ing monitoring in the truck, you have
yet another decision to make. Do you
want these monitors to be displaying
NTSC, SD or HD? I would hope you
could rule out the NTSC approach.

have all given way to flat -screen display.
I say "future" with the full awareness
that this future has already arrived. You,
however, must weigh the actual costs
involved in this decision.

So, what are these avenues of moni-
toring? First of all, you can simply
replace the tube monitors with indi-
vidual flat screens, now available with
all types of input and panel resolution
options. A quick aside on flat -screen
technology: If you are expecting to
see the best pictures on your displays,
you will want to make sure that the
display can handle native resolution
of whatever HD signal you intend to
have as your primary truck signals.
I suppose you could make the argu-
ment that when viewed on a small
monitor, native HD resolution will
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UPGRADING to HD

not be particularly discernable from
any other. However, make sure that
any of the larger displays can handle
your signals in native mode.

The second monitoring solution
is, of course, one of the multidisplay
engines that have now come of age in
the HD world. There is little that can
compare, in sheer visual impact, to a

monitor wall consisting of a handful
of 50in high -resolution plasma dis-
plays, chopped up into whatever mix
of 16:9, 4:3, small, large, bordered, tal-
lied and UMD-displayed viewing ar-
eas that your clients may desire. The
only drawback is the aforementioned
cost in dollars. The benefits are many.
Not to be overlooked is a huge say-
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Instead,WISE a NEW Gerling ENG or DSNG
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ings in weight and heat. Because this
is an upgrade, you may not realize the
space savings available with this solu-
tion unless you have the downtime
and budget to rework your racks and
floor plan as well as replace the tech-
nical equipment.
An added benefit to the multiscreen

display engine approach to your
design is that this system acts as a
monitoring router at the same time.
The one twist is that any areas of the
truck that do not use a large panel
display driven off the multiscreen en-
gine will require either router feeds
or discreet patching. Don't overlook
the designer's quandry that once you
start routing your monitors, by what-
ever means, it becomes rather messy
from a design standpoint to not have
all of the monitors routed. Essentially,
it creates the need for a lot of extra
DA outputs to feed whatever num-
ber of discreet monitors are scattered
around the truck.

Sounds like ND
Of course, no upgrade to HD video

is as simple as it seems. One of the ar-
eas that generally rears its ugly head
late in the planning stages, or perhaps
early in the actual build itself, is the
question of audio. Because we have
already determined that your audio
system is adequate (or we would be
building from scratch), what makes
audio a special consideration? Well,
two things really. One is delay, and the
second is transmission.

On the subject of delay, this in and
of itself can be a rather involved mat-
ter to attend to. Consider the virtual
monitor wall solution mentioned
above: Not only do you have the
usual amount of digital video pro-
cessing delay relative to audio to deal
with, but you now have an additional
frame, two, or even three to consider
that has delayed your HD video with
reference to program audio in the
production areas of the truck. This
can be a lot more involved than may
at first appear. You can have notice-
able and perhaps even distracting
lip sync errors on your pristine HD
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monitor wall. Easily corrected? For
your main room program feed, yes.
But you also must consider the other
sources of audio in the production
room. Will you have to individually
delay every input to every Wohler
monitor? While this question must
be considered sometime during the
design, it is usually left until the test-
ing phase to determine what delay, if
any is required. Make sure you factor
it into your plans as an item that must
be dealt with eventually.

Part two of audio for HD is the
transmission system. You can pretty
much solve this with the proper se-
lection of a final TX processor. If it
does embedding, disembedding, de-
lay and all the magic tricks that the
better units today do, you are done
with this issue. Do not overlook the
possibility of AES inputs to the pro-
cessor as well, which may add a small
digital audio level to your existing
analog system.
You may wish to avoid the expense

of this final output device. Most like-
ly, however, the costs of using discrete
devices to accomplish the same task
will equal or exceed the proc, and you
will probably not get the same level of
functionality.

In summary
The issues facing the designer, opera-

tor and banker involved in upgrading
a truck to HD are many, varied and
rather complex. Start at the beginning,
and work out a solution to the problem
before just jumping in. At the end of
the upgrade, you will have saved your-
self the cost of a new trailer, audio sys-
tem, support systems and, of course, a
lot of downtime. As we discussed at the
beginning of this article, several factors
must point to an upgrade being a pos-
sible path to HD as opposed to building
a new truck from scratch. Hopefully,
you can save 30 to 50 percent of the cost
of a new truck by pursuing the upgrade
path. Happy motoring! BE

Barry Bennett is president of Bennett
Systems, a specialist in truck systems
integration and design in Columbus, OH.
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BEYOND MONITORS AND METERS
Numerous articles have
been written about our
industry's migration to

digital and its impact on both the
broadcaster and the home viewer. In
general, emphasis has been placed on
visual elements, such as compression

technologies, emerging formats and
conversion strategies. However, the
impact of the audio elements is equally
important - and merits discussion.

The simple days of the all -analog
facility are gone and have been re-
placed with a complex, multichannel

digital audio environment that poses
several workflow challenges. Not only
does the broadcaster need to design
and configure a flexible audio infra-
structure, but also a comprehensive
and effective audio monitoring ca-
pability must be readily accessible to
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Figure 1.TVM-950HD display showing comprehensive em- Figure 2. This display shows an example of the Nordic scale, a
bedded Dolby metadata monitoring table commonly used regional scale.

ensure the highest possible audio
quality to complement the visuals.

Monitoring in the midst
of complexity

Because most facilities deal with a
complicated mix of multichannel for-
mats, there is no single way to transport
and monitor the audio. At different

sion workflow, the audio signal may
reside in one or more of the following
formats: analog, AES, embedded AES,
Dolby D, Dolby E and embedded Dol-
by. Each of these formats has its own
set of monitoring challenges.

Even if a broadcast facility attempts

to standardize with one particular
schema, operators should still be pre-
pared to handle multiple formats at
the point of ingest. Because of this,
equipment manufacturers (particu-
larly those that design servers, routers
and master control switchers) are now
building more flexible audio capabili-
ties into their devices in an attempt
to satisfy all combinations
audio workflows.

If the facility desires to fully monitor
audio signals in order to identify and
prevent problems, traditional speak-
ers and meters are simply not suffi-
cient in today's digital environment.
Problems can arise that are not read-

ily evident - particularly in a noisy
master control or machine room
situation. Phase errors, for example,
can cause audible distortions. And
non -synchronous conditions at the
clock level (especially with embed-
ded formats) can cause audio pops,
clicks and dropouts. The number of
possible HD video formats also com-
plicates this situation.

However, with an advanced audio
monitoring tool online - one that
goes beyond monitors and meters
- the broadcaster can locate prob-
lems, prevent them and ensure that
the highest -quality signal is provided
to transmission.

Curious? Please visit our website: www.riedel.net 111 RIEDEL
The Communications People

s

ARTiST
THE ADVANCED
COMMUNCATIONS
PLATFORM*

*Decentralized master -less intercom
architecture, matrix size 1.024 x 1024
full summing, non -blocking redundant
dual ring fiber optic network. AES3 audio
intuitive configuration software

Ammiv
BRWIIB

FIRST
DIGITAL
BELTPACK

*2 -channel intercom operation on standard XLR cables, noise -free. digital
audio quality, easy analog -style set-up incl. daisy -chaining Successfully
utilized at the 2004 Olympic Games and the 2005 Academy Awards

b,lcdel Communications Inc.  3605 W. Pacific Avenue  Burbank, CA 91505  USA  Phone: +1 818 563 4100  Fax: +1 818 563 4345  www.riedel.net
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AUDIO MONITORING FOR TV:

BEYOND MONITORS AND METERS

Yes, metadata
can be monitored

The monitoring challenge is com-
pounded because new digital formats
carry both sound and metadata, the
digital information that describes the
audio's inherent characteristics. (See
Figure 1.) Audio metadata exists in
both compressed and uncompressed
formats, and it should be monitored
as diligently as the audio itself.

If the choice is made not to monitor
audio metadata (or to ignore it), be pre-
pared to face a host of potential traps.
For example, the improper setting of
certain flags, such as the validity bit, in
the AES stream can prevent the audio
itself from being converted to analog.
Or, if the resolution is set improperly
(e.g., treating a 20 -bit stream as 24 bits),
unwanted distortions can arise.

The engineering departments at most
facilities are comfortable with the use
of audio metadata and have invested

in compatible equipment, the required
procedures and the proper training.
However, many facilities nationwide
remain novices at metadata implemen-
tation. Without the proper audio test,
measurement and monitoring equip-
ment in-house, the phone will ring in
master control if audio problems find
their way to the home consumer.

The home GC station
Home theater sales are increasing,

and most purchases include a 16:9
display with a compatible surround -
sound system. To the viewer, the
brilliant HD image is not nearly as
impressive when the accompanying
audio has phase distortion, audible
clicks or a restricted dynamic range.
Consumers do not typically under-
stand sample rates and metadata;
however, they do know the difference
between superb and degraded sound.

Arguably, in a multichannel home

environment, the audio is as important
to the viewer as the video, regardless of
the consumer's level of expertise. If the
broadcast facility's monitoring is thor-
ough, the resulting quality reaches the
home receiver. The market -inspired
demand for multichannel audio has
forced broadcasters to increase their use
of metadata. With compressed formats,
consumers now can use metadata to al-
ter numerous audio characteristics.

By desIgn, the same audio stream
can provide multiple listening expe-
riences. Two examples that affect the
viewer directly are dialnorm and dy-
namic range control (DRC).

Dialnorm is a metadata function
within the Dolby Digital (AC -3) el-
ementary bit stream that provides a
means to ensure consistent loudness.
When properly set, audio levels remain
fairly constant as channels are changed.
If volume changes dramatically, dial -
norm is either set improperly or simply

r (i) Airt*

HD and SD Converters boast solid performance.
Rigorously tight specs. Unsurpassed reliability. That's precisely why

they're the products of choice for major professional sports events.

From miniature stand-alones to rackmount interface cards and

frames, we offer a full range of digital/analog models. Built by

video pros for video pros, they deliver top -of -the -line quality at a

can't -beat -it price.

Keepin' It Real
Our HD and SC converters consistently
score a hole in one, working flawlessly 24/7
to deliver perfect signal and image quality at
breakthrough prices.
No worries. Now enjoy that doughnut.

Prepare for the ultimate reality.

Check out our product line, call 530.274.2048 or

visit www.aja.con for details.

AlA VIDEO SYSTEMS INC
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Figure 3. This audio display shows a spatially mapped set
of level meters for multichannel monitoring.

not present in the audio stream.
DRC is a metadata function that al-

lows consumers with stereo and 5.1
surround -sound systems to choose the
desired amount of compression. With
DRC properly enabled at the facil-
ity, consumers can intentionally com-
press the dynamic range using various
DRC profiles, such as speech, music
light and film standard. When DRC is
set improperly, the function is deacti-
vated (and those loud car crashes can
wake the family when you're watching
midnight movies). In each case, com-
prehensive metadata monitoring can
spot potential problems - provided
that the right tools are in place.
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Figure 4.TVM-950HD multi -pane display including audio alarm
log and level alert message

Don't ignore the basics
Traditional audio monitoring re-

mains important, including the abil-
ity to hear each program's sound on
reference monitors and see a graphical
representation on high -quality me-
ters. Unfortunately, graphic metering
itself has become more complex with
the advent of digital (and the arrival
of meters that are easily customized).
For example, true peak metering
uses an extremely quick responding
ballistic, while loudness metering is
extremely slow - yet both are quite
useful in the right applications.

An additional complication is the
proliferation of unique regional audio

scales. For facilities performing interna-
tional work, the localization of the scale
itself can be a challenge. (See Figure 2
on page 60.) This too can be solved with
a comprehensive monitoring tool that
provides a library of scales.

Even though analog monitoring is
second nature, the facility still needs
the proper D/A conversion equip-
ment to turn digital to analog, along
with a decoder for the proper moni-
toring of Dolby formats.

In terms of the responsibility factor,
large facilities, such as satellite pro-
viders, have dedicated personnel at
dedicated consoles assigned to moni-
toring tasks, but smaller facilities can't

Flexiscope..
Waveform, vectorscope, audio, measurement
and monitoring using proprietary patented

NEkk ALL digital processing

4,_ ...0 in the palm of your hand.
w- HD/SD Module : ALL HD and SD serial digital video standards,= Embedded and AES/EBU audio plus External
rn Ref. inputs...

SD/CST Module : SD serial digital and analog Composite video,

,.."' Embedded and AES/EBU audio plus
External Ref. inputs...

- ,M 3% * Made to measure. Irresistibly priced.
TEL: (949) 916-1070 TOLLFREE: 866 -4 -HAMLET E -Mail: sales@hamlet.us.com
Web site: www.hamlet.us.com

UK Tel: +44 (0) 1494 729 728 Freephone (UK): 050C 625 525
E -Mail: sales@hamlet.co.uk Web site: www.hamlet.co.uk
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AUDIO MONITORING FOR TV:

BEYOND MONITORS AND METERS

afford that luxury. At the local level,
at a minimum, two crucial points
should be fully monitored by trained
staff: ingest (to guarantee the quality
of all audio placed on the server) and
master control (to ensure consistent
and flawless output quality).

Monitoring checklist
With full knowledge of the com-

plexity, ensure that your facility's
monitoring, master control or quality
control station is equipped with the
proper audio test and measurement
tools. You need to:
 Provide the necessary speakers and
amplifiers to monitor dual and mul-
tichannel audio configurations with
easy ways to select individual or mix -
down channel combinations.
 Provide a CRT or LCD display that
enables audio phase monitoring, us-
ing either Lissajous or phase correla-
tion methods.
 Provide a way to graphically represent
audio levels, peaks and reference scales.
 Select a monitoring configuration
for surround sound that uses an in-
tuitive design - one that, in effect,
mimics the spatial relationships of all
speakers.
 Consider an audio monitoring tool
that offers automatic or visual alarm
capability. Particularly in unattended
monitoring configurations, condi-
tions (e.g., clipping) can be set to
automatically generate alarms and
alert engineering via GPI, Ethernet or
SNMP traps. (See Figure 4.)
 Remember that monitoring meta -
data is as critical today as monitoring
the audio itself. Ensure that you can
monitor both Dolby and non -Dolby
metadata, including equalization set-
tings, sample rates, timecode and the
validity bit. With both AES and em-
bedded streams, choose a method
that enables you to see and easily un-
derstand each representative value in
a tabular display - rather than in a
cryptic format.
 If budget is an issue, design a migra-
tion path that starts with the moni-
toring basics and adds functionality
as required. This includes choosing a

manufacturer that offers both firm-
ware and hardware updates and the
proper hooks for emerging formats.

Finally, trust your ears. The human
ear is still the last receiver in the signal
path. With proper amplification and
superb speakers, this all-important
evaluation step won't be overlooked.

If your facility is not monitoring

the full range of audio parameters,
you're simply not getting the full pic-
ture. There are significant advantages
to doing it properly, both within the
broadcast facility and for the home
consumer. BE

Mike Richardson is director of product
technologies for Leitch's Videotek fine.

Over
1,000,000,000 seconds

of precision timing

WHEN you require the best, most accurate in precision
timing look only to ESE. Designed for "Precision
Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have
been the industry standard for over three decades.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency
accuracy - all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog
slave clocks, as well as interface with video and/or computer
based systems. Call or visit our web site for more details.

 3 -Year Warranty 

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136 Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com
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SPECIAL REPORT:

playout:
Its not just about the video

BY PAULTURNER

HD playout is probably
the hottest topic in the
broadcast industry right

now. It is especially of interest to buy-
ers and manufacturers of video server
technology. This interest is fuelled in
large part by the accelerated adoption
of new HD technology in the United
States, Australia and Japan. And now

PBS station KLCS-TV employs a 28 -channel .

Omneon Spectrum media server system to :

provide near -video -cm -demand to 1 million stu-
de-its and teachers it Los Angeles.

the upcoming soccer World Cup and
winter Olympic games have become
the catalysts driving consideration of
HD playout in the European market
as big sporting events tend to drive
technology changes.
While many view the adoption of

HD as inevitable, we are clearly en-
tering a transition period in which

broadcasters of all kinds have to face
the fact that they must produce pro-
gramming for new HD -capable re-
ceivers, while simultaneously main-
taining their existing SD revenue
streams. After all, it will be some time
before the majority of TV sets are HD.
This type of transition has occurred
before; the industry faced the same
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Technical Excellence, 4", EPa.

AdvanterVeatures,
Affordfible*Price

- AGEStivta 2000

ometimes it takes a new company to turn
advanced technology into reality. In the server
business, the new name is 36o Systems. In truth,
we've spent the last 33 years designing advanced
digital technology into broadcast products.

Now, the Image Server 2000 delivers a level of technical excellence

unique to the broadcast industry. Its true next -generation design
includes an exceptionally broad set of features, and a high standard

for reliability. But most important, the Image Server 2000 estab-
lishes a new, reasonable price for broadcast video servers.

Join the hundreds of broadcast professionals who made the Image
Server 2000 their first choice. Visit www.360Systems.com for the
complete story on the next -generation Image Server 2000.

Sales line: (818) 735-8221
E-mail: Servers@36oSystems.com

What Can an Image

Server 2000 Deliver

at $11,999?

 Three video channels

 12 audio channels

 SDI and composite video

 AES digital and +4 analog audio

 100 hours of RAID -5 storage

 MXF file transfers over

Gigabit Ethernet

 Premium quality video to

50 Mb/sec

 VDCP, Odetics, P2 and

GPI control

 On -screen GUI for full control,

plus trimming, segmenting

and playlisting

 Only 3'/2" of rack space

NEW Multi -Format

Server Option
 Import and play DV -format video

Play TARGA graphics with

Key -and -Fill

 Control by Ross Synergy'

switchers
© 2004 360 Systems. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.



Special Report:

HD/SD playout: It's not just about the video

issues during the transition from
black and white to full color.

The need for simultaneous
HD and SD playout

Business realities dictate that broad-
casters have to offer programming in
SD. They need to maintain their cur-
rent revenue stream while also offer-
ing HD programming in order to fu-
ture -proof that same revenue stream.
That's the first point.

The second point is that there is
a vast library of legacy material in
vaults worldwide that was captured
in SD, and these libraries will still
have great value as we move toward
the HD world. Both of these points
lead to the simple conclusion that HD
output will need to be created from
material that was originated in SD.

As we move through the transition
period, it is foolish to arbitrarily limit
our SD output to material that origi-
nated in the past in SD; the ability to
generate SD output from new HD
material is a clear need. And so there

Two Omneon Spectrum media servers support production and playout tasks at
WCPO-TV.

While most offer this capability via
internal up-/downconversion, some
offer the additional ability to use ex-
ternal equipment for this function.
In any case, up-/downconversion is a
reality in the current business mod-
el. (See Figure 1.) But simply solv-

HD file

Data from disk

SD file

HD decoder

I'm I

SD decoder -0-

I- 1

HD -SD
Down convert

HD -SD
Upconvert

Select

Select
SD output

Figure 1. Generating simultaneous HD and SD content

is a real necessity to crossconvert SD
and HD material as we navigate our
way through the transition period
and beyond. No one is going to con-
vert all their legacy material to HD all
at once; it will be a process that con-
tinues for some time.

Thus, we find that many manufac-
turers are now offering the ability to
mix SD material and HD material on
the same timeline (i.e., the same serv-
er output channel), under the control
of a single channel of automation.

ing the frame/line structure issue is
not enough. We have to consider the
question of aspect ratio.

Aspect ratio conversion
Almost all HD material originates in

widescreen 16:9 format, and almost
all SD material is 4:3. Because letter -
boxing doesn't happen by itself, this is
the first point of consideration when
up-/downconverting material.

The simplest and most tempting
approach is to set the crossconver-

sion once and leave it. In the broad-
cast world, however, there are always
exceptions that have to be taken into
account. For instance, while most SD
material is indeed 4:3, there are many
regions where SD has been shot in
16:9. SD can even be shot 14:9, a com-
promise standard used in Europe,
which minimizes the black bars when
projected on to a 16:9 screen, while
losing the minimal amount of picture
information when projected onto a
4:3 screen. Or consider an anamor-
phic squeeze, where the aspect ratio
of the actual pixels is altered in or-
der to easily fit 16:9 into 4:3 to pass
through legacy equipment.

These exceptions to the rule force
alternate approaches, such as the idea
of having clip -dependent aspect ratio
conversion (ARC) as a requirement.
There may be no control over the
aspect ratio of the material received,
but it can still be converted to be pre-
sented in the best way to the viewers.
Clip -dependent ARC will probably
successfully address most of the is-
sues a facility will face, but the topic is
laced with additional complexities.

Consider the following scenario: A
piece of material originates as HDV
(16:9) and, in some external process, is
letterboxed for SD projection. Finally,
it arrives at a facility, where an ARC is
performed to produce an HD output.
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Outstanding in the field.

Outstanding TV measurement performance is finally available
in a compact, portable package.

The unique new R&S®FSH3-TV gives you all the functionality
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field service measurements. It's compact, portable, aqci

battery -powered, and works in almost any lighting conditions.
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with TV measurement software, pre -amplifier, and tracking

generator. It weighs just 6 pounds, and is tough enough

for the demands of daily use. It's outstanding in the field.

The R&S®FSH3 TV gives you everything you need in the field,

at a very reasonable price:

 Spectrum analysis to 3 GHz

 Digital TV measurement demodulator

 Battery -powered field portability
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standards used throughout the world.

Call us to find out more.
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Special Report:

HD/SD playout: It's not just about the video

Unless the original aspect ratio of the
material is taken into account, the let-
terboxed material will be pillarboxed,
resulting in reduced active picture area.

There are ways to resolve this prob-
lem, basically requiring that a history
of the ARC previously applied to the
material be encapsulated with the clip
itself. Within the server infrastruc-

ture, the easiest way to do this is in
the metadata included as part of the
file structure of the clip. However,
external to the server infrastructure,
the information probably needs to be
carried in the video stream itself.

Closed captioning
Just like the aspect ratio issue, closed

With Sundance Digital automation software, good
broadcasting also means improved business results -
more efficiency, greater accuracy, increased productivity
and higher profitability. Now, how smart is that?

The secret lies in managing digital workflow. By integrating
digital television and information technologies, our
automation software handles the core operations of your
broadcast business. This Digital Workflow Management
helps you perform the same complex tasks you're already
doing. Only with greater speed, more control and
unprecedented flexibility.

That not only improves your on -air product, but also
your bottom line. Just the kind of thinking that makes
Sundance Digital the smartest call in the business.

SUND&NCE
DIGITAL

BROADCAST AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS

www.sundancedigital.com 972A44.8442

captioning needs to be taken into ac-
count. In SD, EIA 608 is the standard
for the inclusion of closed captioning
in a digital signal. In the HD domain,
there is the EIA 708 standard. As part
of the real-time conversion process,
the closed captioning information
needs to be crossconverted, and most
servers accommodate that function-
ality within their I/O channels.

In Europe, though, the situation is
not so straightforward. There is no
ratified standard for carrying closed
captioning and subtitles in the HD
signal. This will need to be dealt with

We sidestep the issue,

treating a pair of frames
as if it's a pair of fields

and trick the automation

by presenting 30fps

timecode.

quickly, and users and manufacturers
will no doubt unite in bringing this to
conclusion within the next year.

Control/timecode
Finally, consider the idea of automa-

tion and the timecode implications of
progressive material. Automation sys-
tems use the frame rate information
- 29.97fps in the United States and
25fps in Europe - to calculate the
duration of a specific clip. But now in
this transition period, we introduce
the intermingling of HD and SD ma-
terial on the same timeline, which
isn't a problem until we consider the
issues of progressive material, run-
ning at 50fps or 59.94fps. (See Figure
2.) We can have slower frame rates in
progressive, but the motion tends to
be jerky.

The problem is how to describe the
timecode. How do we represent 60fps
(rounded up, of course) to an auto-
mation system that's expecting 30fps?
The answer is that in most cases, we
sidestep the issue, treating a pair of
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frames as if it's a pair of fields and
trick the automation by presenting
30fps timecode. It is a trick, but it
works. We've been dealing with an ac-
curacy of 1/30th of a second for years,
so nothing is lost. However, it must be
taken into account if counting frames
through an API, and most servers
offer an API for partners to exercise
greater control over their operation.
None of this is insurmountable, nor
does it necessarily cause any prob-
lems, but the user should be aware of
the issue so as to ask the right ques-
tions of vendors as they migrate to
the HD world.

Conclusion
There's more to think about in the

playout of HD and SD in a server
infrastructure than just the video.
The good news is that these issues
are well understood by vendors, and
compromise solutions are in place to

Clip start Clip end

720 60p clip (100 frames)

Mark -ii Mark -out

720 60p (80 frames)

Clip start Clip end

525 30i clip (50 frames)

Mark -in
O

Mark -out

525 30i (40 frames)

-60 0

Clip start

/\ 60 /\ 120

Current Clip end
posit on

Playout curation = 80 frames 80 frames

Figure 2. Intermingling 30fps and 60fps material on the same timeline

deal with the corner cases. These is- as you make your own plans to adopt
sues will be with us for some time, so HD in your environment.
it certainly makes sense to consider
the pros and cons of each approach marketing for Omneon Video Networks.

BE

Paul Turner is vice president of product
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ATV
LENS DESIGN:
auiwIEW INI AT 10 im rr r THHI E STUDIO
BY LARRY THORPE AND GORDON TUBBS

1 he traditional studio lens
has long been considered the
flagship among the various

lens categories in terms of measur-
ing ultimate performance. The high -
aperture optics of such lenses are the
basis of how they achieve high opti-
cal sensitivity, but this requires larger
glass elements, which adds weight.

The television studio lens has
evolved to quite a sizeable package
over the past 60 years, a consequence
of an unceasing quest for wider angles
of view, longer zoom ratios and ever -
escalating performance aspirations.

Today, that means optimizing these
lenses for HDTV, which is no mean
feat. Although advances in camera
and recording technologies move
much more quickly than those in op-
tics, impressive optical advances have
been made during the past decade.
A good example is the miniaturized
HDTV studio lens for direct mount-
ing to a portable production camera.

HOW studio performance
expectations

As the standard used to measure
ultimate performance, contempo-

rary studio lenses are the most closely
scrutinized in formal technical evalu-
ations by television organizations all
over the world. In terms of specific
image -performance parameters, the
following are generally agreed to be the
key design priorities for studio lenses:
 achievement of a maximum relative
aperture to ensure HD image capture
with a high signal-to-noise in low
scene illumination
 maximization of contrast perfor-
mance by minimization of flare and
veiling glare at the black extremity
and ghosting and highlight -related
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High -Performance Proeucts
for Digital Broadcasting

ADC's Pro Patch -video panels
have long been recognized as the leader in
video patching. Panels are available in a
wide variety of configurations for rack

sizes, jack types, and color options. The PPI
series panels are the ideal choice for

demanding professional environments:

 Durable welded -steel frames prevent
bent, cracked and broken ears

 Widest variety of jack types available
including standard, midsize,
and MUSA standard

 Exclusive snap -over designations
keep cards and windows in place and
make changes easier

 Durable mo ded ABS inserts prevent
stripped screws and cracked inserts

audio, video and data products are built
to provide unmatched performance and
reliability, and all ADC products are
backed by outstanding pre/post-sale engi-
neering support as well as the industry's
best warranty.
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Optical port diameter

Overall glass length

Weight

XJ22 x 7.3
compact studio

150mm

316mm

13.4lbs

HJ22 x 7.6B
EFP portable

105mm

222mm

6.03Ibs

Table 1.A comparison of the physical aspects of the
new compact studio HD lens with a current EFP
portable HD lens of equivalent focal range

optical interferences due to strong
light sources
 optimization of relative light distri-
bution from picture center to the
outer image extremes
 a high Modulation Transfer Function
(MTF) characteristic at picture cen-
ter as well as the outer regions of the
picture plane (with as even an MTF
characteristic as possible across the
image plane)
 minimization of curvature of field -
one of the classic optical aberrations
that contribute to corner defocusing
 careful control of spherical and
comatic aberrations - defocusing
impairments that impair MTF across
the image plane
 minimization of astigmatism -
another defocusing impairment that
negatively affects MTF
 minimization of lateral chromatic
aberrations that blur and color detail
transitions (especially at the extremi-
ties of the image plane), which in turn
directly impairs lens MTF
 elimination of geometric distortion
to the degree possible, especially at
the wider angles of view.

Developments in portable
camera designs

Slowly and inexorably, many por-
table cameras have achieved the pic-
ture performance, operational flex-
ibilities and systemization that larger
studio cameras have been known for.
Today, many of these portable cam-
eras - both SDTV and HDTV - are
virtually indistinguishable from the
larger companion studio cameras in
performance and creative flexibilities.

Only the desire for the highest per-
formance lenses (necessitating a lens
that is large in size), enhanced opera-
tional considerations and better sys-
tem facilities and interfaces sustains
the popularity of the large hard stu-

dio camera. To many, these
are still important.

A sizeable number of end
users feel that the perfor-
mance of current portable
cameras meets many studio
needs. The use of a build-

up system (called a support cradle by
some) that can facilitate rapid recon-
figuration of a portable handheld into
a traditional studio system using a large
box lens is operationally important for
some forms of program origination.
For others, the use of the build-up kit
is not attractive, or it is not necessary
for their needs. The lens -camera sys-
tem cost remains the driving impera-
tive. Accordingly, some have chosen
to use a portable camera and portable
EFP lens in the studio on the basis that
it is good enough for the application.

Canon believes that there is a grow-
ing constituency - aspiring to the
highest quality studio performance
(for prime -time drama production
and flagship news studios, for exam-
ple) - seeking a better compromise.
This conviction warranted an invest-
ment in developing a miniaturized
full -performance studio lens intend-
ed to directly couple to all of the ma-
jor HDTV and SDTV 2/3in portable
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 weight approximately equal to that
of contemporary portable cameras
 target full HDTV studio perfor-
mance to the highest degree possible
 no compromise in operational capa-
bilities as measured by the precision,
repeatability and speed of operation
of the zoom, focus and iris controls

all contemporary interfaces (robot-
ic, virtual studio) to be built-in
 creative digital controls that match
those of high -end studio lens systems.

Physical features
The result of addressing these crite-

ria was the new compact studio lens,
which has a 20x zoom ratio and a
wide-angle setting at 7.3mm.

A decision on a 150mm diameter was
chosen following initial computer sim-
ulation. The preservation of full stu-
dio configuration of optical elements
quickly dictated the overall length of
the optical path. (See Table 1.) There is
quite a striking increase in glass com-
pared to the portable EFP lens.

This difference, however, must now
be put into perspective with the physi-
cal attributes of the full-bodied stu-
dio box lens described earlier. (See
Table 2.) The aesthetics of the lens
design is exemplified by how it looks

ysuca
attributes

Size

Weight

Large studio lens
25xs

Compact studio
22xs

558mm x 250mm x 255mm 336mm x 165mm x 17mm

471bs 13.4Ibs

Table 2. A comparison of the size and weight of the compact studio HD lens with
that of a traditional studio box lens

cameras - without the use of a com-
plex support cradle.

Design goals for a compact
studio lens

In undertaking to develop such a
lens, classic design criteria for studio
lenses were applied. A summary of
the general design goals for the com-
pact lens were as follows:
 significantly smaller in total volume
than a traditional studio box lens (by
one third the total volume of that
larger lens)

when mounted on some of the con-
temporary portable HDTV cameras.
See the photo on page 76 for an illus-
tration of how small the XJ22 lens is
compared to a typical HD studio lens.

Performance of the
compact lens

The desired wide angle of view and
the zoom ratio go hand in hand (in
terms of a basic manageable optical de-
sign), and the lens' designers also chose
that the compact studio HD lens would
have a 7.3mm wide angle extremity and
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Meese composition
Object image format

Object image size
(Presented to camera imagers)

Zoom ratio

Focal length range

with extender

Angular field of view

At 7.3mm

At 161mm

With extender

At 14.6mm

At 322mm

XJ22 x 7.3B

2/3in 16:9 aspect ratio

9.59mm (H) x 5.39mm (V)

22x

7.3mm

14.6mm

66.7mm x 40.6mm

3.4mm x 1.9mm

36.4mm x 21.0mm

1.7mm x 1.0mm

161mm

322mm

Table 3. The specific angles achieved in a compact studio
ter -to -corner

are particularly impressive
wide-angle focal length.

HD lens

a 22x zoom ratio - both being opera-
tional parameters comfortably consis-
tent with most studio needs. (See Table
3.) This wide of an angle of view posed
technical challenges to achieving a low
geometric distortion - but the lens
design successfully achieved a contem-
porary performance level.

special challenges. (See
Figure 1.) The picture
center MTF is about
82 percent (compared
with the 84 percent of
the larger lens) at the
optical reference fre-
quency of 56 LP/mm
(or approximately 600
TVL/Ph for the 1080 -
line system). The cen-

results
at full

Color reproduction
The spectral transmittance char-

acteristic of the lens has the first cut
at predetermining the overall colo-
rimetry of the camera system. The

Optical
performance

Max relative
aperture

MOD

Field of view
(degrees)

Large studio lens
25xs

1:1.5 at 6.8mm to 122mm
1:2.1mm at 170mm

0.6m

70.4mm x 43.3mm
3.23mm x 1.82mm

1.rCompact studio9 e
22xs

1:1.8 at 7.3mm to 111.5mm
1:2.6 at 161mm

0.8m

66.7mm x 40.6mm
3.4mm x 1.9mm

Table 4. A comparison of the performance of the compact studio HD lens with that
of a larger studio lens

The new compact lens was able to
achieve a maximum relative aperture
of 1:1.8, which holds up over a zoom
ratio of almost 16:1. (See Table 4.)
This will address a great deal of nor-
mal studio needs. This specification
means that if the lens is used with a
portable HDTV camera with an f 10
sensitivity specification (2000 lux
of 3200 -degree scene illumination),
then the lens -camera system can
make full 100 IRE luminance video
level at maximum aperture with ap-
proximately 75 lux of scene illumina-
tion (less than 7.5ft candles).

MTF performance of the
compact studio lens

The design imperative of this new
compact studio HD lens still retained
some constraints (in size and weight)
compared to its larger traditional
counterpart - and this posed some
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shape of that spectral transmittance
curve (especially at the critical blue
and red end of the visual spectrum)
must concatenate with both the RGB
spectral separation of the digital
camera beam -splitting system and
the spectral characteristics of its im-
age sensors to implement the final
digital camera system colorimetry.
This light -transmission system must
anticipate meeting the colorimetry
specified in the SMPTE 274M/296M
(and in the international ITU R BT
709) HDTV production standards
when the camera operational controls
are set to their detent position.

The subsequent creative control of
the digital camera over color reproduc-
tion - to meet production aspirations
- must also be taken into account.
Here, the ability to digitally alter the
prescribed nonlinear transfer charac-
teristic and the color matricing from
the camera video operational panel to
successfully manipulate chosen colors
(in brightness, hue and saturation)
does anticipate as wide a color gamut
as possible from the lens/beam-split-
ter/sensor combination. The role of
the lens within this combination is
sometimes underestimated.

100

90

80 00

70

XJ22 x 7.3B
at F4.0

7.3m m

40mm

161mm

Center Middle Corner

MTF profile with focal length
(measured at 56LP/mm)

Figure 1. Shows the MTF profile across the image plane for different focal lengths
of the compact studio HD lens
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Figure 2. Shows the relative light distribution
characteristic of the compact studio HD lens

The compact studio lens has a high
transmission efficiency of 82 percent- a result of the fact that it uses fewer
elements than a larger box lens.

Despite that efficiency dif-
ference, the larger lens is still
more sensitive because its
distinctly larger optics gath-
ers more light flux.

Relative light
distribution

The quoted f-number for a
given studio lens is a measure
of the light transmittance of
the lens at the center of the
image plane. It is another of
the frustrations of optical sci-
ence that this light flux can-
not be made perfectly uni-
form across that plane.

As discussed earlier in this
series of lens articles, the vi-
gnetting components con-

tribute to a fall -off in light intensity
with field angle of view. This fall -off is
typically specified as a curve showing
that light level shortfall from picture

Photo: Comparing the compact XJ22
HD studio lens with a typical full-size
HD studio lens

center along a radial termed picture
height. (See Figure 2.)

Digital interfaces on the
compact studio lens

Today's studio lenses are expected to
have the capability of interfacing with
robotic systems and virtual studio
systems. The new compact studio HD
lens has a 20 -pin connector labeled
virtual, where the 16 -bit digital out-
puts of the three optical rotary encod-
ers are made available for direct and
bidirectional digital communication
with digital robotic and virtual studio
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systems. Two other 20 -pin connectors
provide a direct communication in-
terface with Canon's digital zoom and
focus controllers.

An optional PC interface is available
for the lens. This facilitates a digital
communication link between the lens
and a computer (using special software)
for implementing lens diagnostics.

Precision control and
digital display

The use of the new miniature 16 -bit
optical rotary encoders offers a whole
new level of control precision. The
combination of the controllers and
the high-res lens system provides 13 -
bit repeatability for zoom and focus.
The digital interface with a camera's
digital iris control has 10 -bit compat-
ibility. The zoom servo provides an
exceptionally wide dynamic range
of control, from a fast zoom of 0.5
seconds to a super slow zoom of 3

minutes. The lens has a built-in in-
formational display (mounted on the
side close to the rear of the lens) that
provides a great deal of information
relating to the many digital opera-
tional features that are incorporated
into the lens -control system.

Different zoom servo characteristics
can be selected that offer wide diversity
in creative shaping of the zoom move-
ment. The lens also supports prepro-
gramming a variety of functions, such
as automatic shuttling between two
chosen focal lengths, preset framing
and presetting of zoom speed.

Conclusions
The design of the new compact stu-

dio HD lens (model XJ22x7.3B) re-
sponds to an increasing desire to de-
ploy smaller and more cost-effective
portable production cameras within
studio shooting environments. It is an
example of a broadening strategy for

HDTV lenses that seeks to march in
step with the developments in smaller
cameras and recorders.

While the performance of various im-
aging parameters does not fully match
those of the larger studio lenses, the
shortfalls are modest. The same broad
optimization strategies applied to the
large studio lens were carefully main-
tained in this new design in terms of
the emphasis on MTF over the image
plane, contrast and relative light dis-
tribution, optical sensitivity and color
reproduction. This new lens facilitates a
more cost-effective, smaller and lighter
studio lens -camera system that allows
use of a smaller pedestal and is ideal for
studio robotic systems. BE

Larry Thorpe is the national marketing
executive and Gordon Tubbs is the as-
sistant director of the Canon Broadcast &
Communications Division. Photo on page
70 courtesy of Ascent Media; photogra-
phy by John Benson.
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Managing
hybrid networks with
BY DARREK PORTER

As broadcast networks
grow to deliver video,
DTV and other broad-

band services, managing the resulting
hybrid network becomes more com-
plex and difficult. The problem: The
networks are converging, but network
management products are not.
This leaves engineers and IT direc-

tors struggling with a patchwork of
software systems, even as staff and
resources in their broadcast operating
center or network operations center
are reduced. Adding pressure to an
already difficult situation, the con-
sequences of network downtime are
significant, costing one major broad-
caster $3.3 million every minute it is
off the air.

Regretfully, chief engineers and IT
directors often purchase one manage-
ment system after another to maintain
control over the evolving parts of the
broadcast chain. This chain may in-
clude a mix of broadcast, satellite, cable,
fiber, wireless, microwave, transmitter,
IT, building and security systems, and
equipment. The separate management
systems installed to control this hy-
brid network often are not integrated
and cannot speak to one another. This
forces operators to contend with mul-
tiple graphical user interfaces and the
resulting network blind spots that al-
low critical problems to fester.

Controlling divergent
systems

The remedy is a powerful, yet easy -
to -use, platform -agnostic system that
can monitor and control all the de-
vices in your network, regardless of
technology type. ILC's solution is the
MaxView broadband network man-
agement system. This software in-
tegrates technology and third -party
management systems into one net-

ILC

1101 o C(SCIE9E ru

LIIIMMEMIMPIENO

The Office Network window offers simple visualization of IT equipment in an office
environment, such as workstations, servers, switches and routers.

work management console, allowing
network operators to fully automate
control of next -generation networks
and services. The system also allows
further control, such as correlation of
network faults, automation, service
provisioning and scheduling.

The management system allows us-
ers to choose the level of control they
require, ranging from basic monitor,
control and reporting for disparate
devices to consolidated control of ex-
isting vendor -specific management,
master and control or automation
systems. The drag -and -drop device
integration functionality allows even
non -programmers to add new de-
vices into the system fast and easily.
This eliminates dependence on device
manufacturers to update drivers and
frees technology experts to concen-
trate on critical projects that impact
the organization's bottom line.

Consolidate and standardize
The broadband network manage-

ment strategy starts with consoli-
dation. Rather than operating with
separate network management silos,
operators using this system have a
unified management environment
with one worldview from which they
manage all devices, systems and third -
party applications in the network.

The system also standardizes network
operations to promote quicker prob-
lem resolution, which leads to lower
training costs and a staff empowered
to optimize network operations. This
standardization is achieved by:
 creating uniform views of multi -
vendor equipment to allow staff
to monitor devices without special
training;
 depicting services that run across hy-
brid networks with simple icons to al-
low non -expert personnel to monitor
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and control service availability;
 and enabling distributed or central -
casting models with full access from
anyplace with a network connection.

Using the system
Taking advantage of network -wide

consolidation and standardization,
the broadband network management
system offers bi-directional data flow,
enabling operators to exert command
and control over the actions of spe-
cific devices to automate daily and
event -specific operations, including:
 outage recovery to provide uninter-
rupted programming during a cata-
strophic failure;
 fault and configuration manage-
ment, detecting failures and switching
traffic to broadcast via an alternate
channel or from a backup facility;
 and event scheduling, carrier moni-
toring and service provisioning and
activation to maximize bandwidth

use by automating program collec-
tion and distribution.

In addition, the system offers manag-
er of managers capability, eliminating
network operators' common practice
of swivel chair management - the
constant turning from one graphical
user interface to another as they man-
age the hybrid network. They can con-
solidate their control of the network by
unifying these systems into a universal
view of the entire network.

With consolidated, standardized and
automated control of the entire hybrid
network, operators have the power to
easily perform advanced management
functions within one software suite,
including proactive network manage-
ment, equipment control, automation
and circuit provisioning, video quality
of service monitoring, and carrier and
spectrum monitoring.

Rolling all these capabilities into one
system simplifies broadband network

management, enabling the reliable
and more profitable delivery of video
and other broadband services.

MaxView's unique benefits include:
 the ability to do end -to -end provi-
sioning that spans an entire network
or group of networks;
 the cost savings and availability
afforded through automation
 a distributed architecture that allows
unlimited scaling so that network
management systems are guaranteed
to grow alongside your network;
 and the ability to identify service
impact due to network problems and
take corrective action.

This amounts to reduced operational
costs, greater service assurance and
greater speed in deploying new servic-
es. At the end of the day, this is a broad-
cast organization's bottom line. BE

Darrek Porter is director of corporate
communications and marketing for ILC.
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Luma Pictures
streamlines workflow with
Small Tree Communications
BY CHRIS SAGE

irhe mission if you choose to
accept it: Produce six 15 -
second television commer-

cial spots for Nike using limited stock
footage manipulated with complicated
visual effects sequences. Oh, and do all
of this in five -and -a -half weeks.

That was the charge given to us at
Luma Pictures, a visual effects studio
based in Santa Monica, CA, by produc-
tion company Notorious 24/7. Crazy
as it sounds, we accepted the mission,
I mean project, and successfully com-
pleted the task.

Known primarily for our visual ef-
fects work on major motion pictures
such as "Underworld," "Sky Captain
and the World of Tomorrow" and
"The Cave," we were eager to tackle
this challenging project.

From fantasy to reality
The "Nike vs. Nature" campaign, cre-

ated by Wieden + Kennedy, compares
top-flight NBA players with forces
of nature. Out of a tornado viciously
spinning across land comes Phoenix
Suns' guard Steve Nash using a spin
move to leave a defender in his wake.
As fire winds its way through the paint,
hot-headed Detroit Pistons' forward
Rasheed Wallace fires a monster dunk
home. From the plains of Africa, a lion
steps onto the court and hurls into the
lane, picking up speed, leaping as the
Cleveland Cavaliers' forward Lebron
James sends in a tomahawk jam.

Because we couldn't set the court on
fire, bottle a tornado and unleash it on
the court or take the time to train a lion
to run down the court and leap at the
appropriate point, we were directed to
mold the real with the unreal ... and
fast. With less than a month and a half
to complete the spots, we needed every

ounce of bandwidth necessary so that
multiple members of the team could
work on the spots simultaneously.

We are an all -Mac facility, working
on off -the -shelf Apple G5 worksta-
tions and Xserves. These are ideal for
producing creative content, but they're
limiting with regard to supplying the
throughput needed for this project.
The solution was the installation of
multi -port Gigabit Ethernet (GbE)
cards and an 802.3ad link aggregation
system, both of which were provided
by Small Tree Communications.

Gearing up
Small Tree's multi -port cards sup-

port jumbo frames, which offer higher
data transfer rates. The dual-, quad -
and six -port Gigabit over copper
Ethernet adapters are 64-bit/133MHz
PCI-X network interface cards con-
taining two, four or six independent
10/100/1000 megabit ports on one
PCI-X adapter. When used in con-
junction with Small Tree's 802.3ad
link aggregation, which bonds mul-
tiple Ethernet ports into one virtual
interface, bandwidth levels increased
to provide a more streamlined work-
flow, enabling Luma to meet the tight
deadline. With the Small Tree gear,
we often times reach 15 percent to
20 percent beyond what we were pre-
viously achieving.

Our biggest challenges were the time
frame and finding and manipulating
the footage. When you're on such a
tight schedule, tasks have to occur si-
multaneously. Therefore, people are
working on the elements as they're
being composed at the same time. As
artists continue to refine the elements,
everybody moves in tandem in a par-
allel, nonlinear way. All the sequences

Luma Pictures produced six 15 -second
television commercial spots for Nike us-
ing limited stock footage manipulated
with complicated visual effects sequenc-
es. To meet the tight deadline and in-
crease server throughput, the company
used multi -port Gigabit Ethemet cards

aggregation system
from Small Tree Communications.

run in parallel as well. We scheduled
the more difficult sequences towards
the end of the delivery, in order to give
them the greatest amount of develop-
ment time.

The GbE adapters eased network
congestion, simplified network man-
agement and provided increased serv-
er throughput available while mini-
mizing CPU use. The cards offered an
instant performance boost over Cat -5
UTP copper cabling and are ideal for
implementing multiple network seg-
ment environments within high-per-
formance servers.

By installing the GbE cards and
802.3ad link aggregation, we were able
to meet the client's deadline. Without
them, it would have been extremely
difficult. Our options would been lim-
ited and cost -prohibitive. We probably
would have had to hire additional staff,
increasing our budget and turnaround
time to the point where our client would
have explored other options. BE

Chris Sage is vice president of operations
for Luma Pictures.
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IMMEDIATE EDUCATION IMMEDIATE INSPIRATION IMMEDIATE INNOVATION

YOUR FUTURE STARTS HERE. In the fast -paced world of electronic
media, only NAB2006 delivers the technology, training and business
strategies that today's industry leaders need to stay on top.

More than 100,000 visitors from 130 countries come to experience
comprehensive business and technology insights and innovations
covering every aspect of audio and video content production,
management and distribution across all forms of media.

When it happens in the World of Electronic Media, it happens here first.

AA42`Co) CcD
THE WORLD'S LARGEST ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

VIP EXHIBITS PASS INVITATION
Register today to take advantage of this exclusivz
NAB2006 offe- - valued at $150!

1. Go to www.na3show.com 2. Select Register Now

3. Select VIP Exhbits Pass 4. Enter Source Code: M

NOTE: This pass is vaid for free admission to the NAB2006 Exhibit Hall

used to register berme AprI119. 2006. After April 19, registration m
be made on -site at the Las Vegas Convention Center and a processing

of $20 will be applied

CONFERENCES: APRIL 22-27
EXHIBITS: APRIL 24-27
LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA USA

WWW.NABSHOW.COM
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SD/HD
conversion
BY JOHN LUFF

An often forgotten fact
about Sir Isaac Newton is
that he was an alchemist.

Dictionary.com defines alchemy as:
1. A medieval chemical science

and speculative philosophy aiming
to achieve the transmutation of the
base metals into gold, the discovery
of a universal cure for disease, and the
discovery of a means of indefinitely
prolonging life;

2. A power or process of transform-
ing something common into some-
thing special;

3. An inexplicable or mysterious
transmuting.

While Newton was interested in the
first definition, today we are more
interested in the last two. You might
find the second definition similar to
the conversion of SD pictures into
HDTV images, which is not at all un-
like alchemy. Those "wizards" who
succeed at finding ways of transmut-
ing SD into HD are no less valuable
in our technological industry than
an alchemist would have been to the
economy of Newton's time. The grail
we seek would allow us to repurpose
images acquired in a simpler time
and deliver high -quality images from
those golden assets.

Which leads us to the third defini-
tion. It is hard to understand how we
might actually achieve such a mysteri-
ous transmutation of a low -resolution
image into one with more information
content. On the surface, it would be in-
explicable. But in reality, there are effec-
tive techniques that take low-res imag-
es and infer deeper content that might
not be obvious. In still photography,
we have all seen miraculous processing
of blurry images from spacecraft that
end up with stunning clarity. Amateur
astronomers now routinely take pho-
tos with Webcams that, when stacked

with hundreds of others and processed
to death, look like Hubble took them.
Why not in our business as well?

Limiting factors
There are complicating factors. One

factor is the interlace nature of most
image acquisition today, and another
is motion (complicated by interlace).
If we could use still image techniques
alone, and wait for non -real-time
processing, we would get those as-
tounding transmutations. But we
seek instant gratification and insist on
moving images. So approximations
and best effort approaches abound.
There are other limiting factors as

well. Starting from an NTSC image
makes upconversion pretty ineffec-
tive, like transmuting lead into tin.
The bandwidth limitations on the
color channels in NTSC and the fact

for I and Q. In practice, however, both
I and Q are equal in many contem-
porary implementations. In addition,
if done poorly, the decoding process
leaves the luminance with well below
the color subcarrier of 3.579MHz in
effective bandwidth. Trying to con-
vert an image with barely 3MHz of
content into an HD image where na-
tive luminance bandwidth is 27MHz
is a real science project.

It is far better to start with a com-
ponent picture. The luminance band-
width of SMPTE 259 signals is a true
5MHz, and the color difference sig-
nals half of that.

The information content of an SDI
image is about two to three times
more dense, and it also does not suf-
fer from cross luminance and cross
color artifacts, which do not help up -
conversion at all. (See Figure 1.)

-lif

No Moire'

li
Figure 1. Moire is a distortion or pattern of an image caused by conflicting fre-
quencies from two or more different resolutions overlapping each other. A com-
mon moire video effect is seen when someone wears a cloth containing a vertical
weave or pattern, which conflicts with the horizontal scan of the camera. The re-
sulting moving moire can be quite annoying to the viewer.

that they are modulated into one
composite channel severely limits the
usefulness of NTSC for upconversion
input. By definition, NTSC has un-
equal bandwidths of only 4.2MHz for
luminance, and 1.5MHz and .5MHz

When an SDI image is interpolated
into a higher -resolution image map,
the results can be quite pleasing,
though clearly a native HD image will
always be superior. Even the pictures
converted from 720p acquisition
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must be interpolated when crosscon-
verting to 1080i or 1080p format. This
conversion is nearly transparent, and
because consumers do not receive a
full 1920 x 1080 image, the results are
quite good at the consumer receiver.

A number of conversions
Consider how many conversions an

image might go through. Let's assume
a consumer is watching an HD NFL
sports highlight show on a DBS ser-
vice. Some of those images come from
SD sources, some from 720p produc-
tions and some from 1080i produc-
tions. Commercials come in as letter -
boxed SD and 4:3. The output of the
control room is 720p, so right away,
there are conversions happening.

The letterboxed SD commercials
are upconverted with no aspect ratio
change, but because they started as
less than full image height, they are
effectively reduced in vertical resolu-
tion compared to 4:3 content. The
1080i (1920 x 1080) material is de -in-
terlaced and re -sampled to 720x1280.
The production contains HDV im-
ages that were re -sampled from 1080i
(limited to 1440 pixels).

In homes, the image is displayed on
a plasma screen with 1388 x 768 pix-
els, but the output of the set -top box
is 1080i only. So right there, another
progressive to interlace conversion
and scaling is required. How many
conversions? No less than four and
perhaps as many as six. If analog -to -
digital conversion was also required,
it would leave a pretty tattered signal.
The net result is that without high -
quality conversion and attention to
detail, modern production techniques
would not be rational, or as our third
definition of alchemy says, only a
mysterious process would achieve us-
able results.

Today's composite devices
Today many of the composite de-

vices used in transmuting signals are
based on remarkable silicon imple-
mentations. This is especially preva-
lent in consumer equipment, which
can produce credible results for all

formats. Given the manufacturing
cost and volume equation, it is obvi-
ous why some of the silicon has found
its way into the professional realm.

As our industry moves further away
from its SD past and into the HD fu-
ture, content conversion will be more
important. With nearly 50 years of
color SD content on the shelf and a vo-

racious appetite for reuse, you can ex-
pect the conversion to continue to im-
prove and prices to slide downwards.
Not a bad time to be an alchemist. BE

John Luff is the senior vice president of
business development for AZCAR.

Send questions and comments to:
john_luflaprismb26.com

SEND

WANT TO TALK ROUTING?...

Talk to the
experts

Pro -Bel has long been associated with the most reliable routing switchers in the
industry. Twenty eight years of experience has ensured we know all there is to
know about routing.

Our huge range incorporates every signal format and size from 8 x 1 on a DA -style
card, to over 2000 x 2000 HD with our Sirius family.

We alsc understand the importance of router cortrol and have developed intuitive
PC and hardware based platforms with unrivalled capabilities. Total flexibility is
provided by a variety of pushbutton, keypad, LCD and software -based panels,
including a web -based interface for remote access.

Whatever your routing requiement, Pro -Bel has -he product and the
experience you can rely on.

www.pro-bel.com

fastor Control Signal Management P.tomation pro be_ 1_1
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NETWORKED
GRAPHICS
SOLUTION
Inscriber Inca AutoCG:
A network graphics so-
lution that connects to
automation and news
vendor systems; man-
ages graphics across

networks; controls graphic output; ingests news
vendor data; increases existing workflow with
the same staff; allows users to drive more cus-
tomized full screens, shoulder graphics, banners
and live -to -air with control.

519-570-9111; www.inscriber.com

HD CAMERA
Panasonic AG-HVX200: Handheld HD solid-state storage
camcorder; includes two 4GB P2 cards; captures video
in 21 video formats; uses two of Panasonic's new 8GB P2
cards; provides 64 minutes of record time in DVCPRO or
DV, 40 minutes in 720p, 32 minutes in DVCPRO50, and 16
minutes in 1080/60 and 720/60.

201-348-5300; www.panasonic.com/broadcast

VTR
Grass Valley Turbo iDDR: Version 2.2 of the Intelligent
Digital Disk Recorder lets users load HDV-2 material via
FireWire from Sony HDV camcorders and VTRs or HDV
files from NLE systems; imports Quicklime H.264 -encoded
HD content; uses the Advanced Media Protocol over the
new Ethernet socket interface.

503-526-8200; www.grassvalley.com

NETWORKING PLATFORM
Harris NetVX: Multi -service video -networking system
supports triple -play services; is contained in one chas-
sis; includes a low bit rate SD encoder; HD functionality
includes picture quality improvements at lower bit rates,
and enhanced HD audio ports for Dolby 5.1/Dolby E car-
riage; IP-over-ASI functionality enables bidirectional IP
transport over service providers' existing ASI loops.

800-442-7747; www.harris.com

AUTOMATION SOFTWARE
ViewCast Niagara SchedulStream: Schedules and man-
ages Windows Media and RealNetworks RealVideo en-
coding sessions; is an upgrade to ViewCast's Niagara SCX
software; automates encoding schedules; stores content
locally as well as through network locations; uses stream-
ing templates established for specific applications, allow-
ing users to optimize scheduling workflows.

972-488-7200; www.viewcastcom

VIDEO QUALITY
EVALUATION SYSTEM
K -WILL VP21P: Double -stimulus video quality evaluation
system; performs detailed, pixel -by -pixel measurement,
compares a reference and copies videos; analyzes the
720p HD format and resolutions of 1280 x 720 pixels in pro-
gressive scan on a fully automated and real-time basis;
features debugging encoder/decoder operations, auto-
matic dubbing, DVD authoring and DVD playback.

310-512-6910; www.kwillcorporation.com

DISK RECORDER
Focus Enhancements FireStore FS -100: Portable HD disk
recorder; can be used with Panasonic's AG-HVX200
DVCPRO HD P2 handheld camera -recorder; includes 90
minutes of extended hard disk recording time; accepts
DVCPRO HD 100Mb/s and DVCPRO 50 SD streams from
the AG-HVX200 handheld camera -recorder; imports clips
to an NLE's timeline and edits immediately.

408-866-8300; www.focusinfo.com

MULTIVIEWER
Zandar Technologies Predator HD8: 1RU HDTV video and
audio monitoring multiviewer; has eight auto sensing in-
puts allowing HDTV 720p and 1080i formats and legacy SDI
signals to be used together; can display eight images on
one ultra-high--esolution display or mode -switched to dis-
play images ac 'oss two displays; input source auto -detec-
tion, embedded audio monitoring, GPI inputs and outputs
and user configurable alarms are included as standard.

321-939-0457; www.zandar.com

ON-DEMAND CAPTURE SYSTEM
SeaChange Ingest Blade: Video capture system simulta-
neously ingests hundreds of TV programs for immediate
access by on -demand subscribers; processes content
on -board at hundreds of Mb/s; eliminates typical Ethernet,
operating system and CPU path bottlenecks, enabling op-
erators to add hours of video programming to servers.

978-897-0100; www.schange.com
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POST-PRODUCTION CONSOLES
AMS Neve MMC 300 and MMC 400: Post -production con-
soles feature a new central panel, giving users control
over monitoring, source and surround mixing; have eight
assignable faders that can be used as group, stem, aux or
master faders, or additional input channel faders; MMC
400 is fitted with conventional channel strips; MMC 300
uses a knob per function assignable channel.

212-965-1400; www.ams-neve.com

CONTROL SUITE
Eyeheight Playout Application Suite: Software enables
Eyeheight's playout master control switcher, bugEyes
logo generator and SG -2E image -squeeze processor to
be configured and managed from a standard PC running
Windows; performs health checks on new and existing
installations; automatically repairs wrongly set parame-
ters; connects via a single RS -232 cable and incorporates
1024 x 768 pixel GUI.

866-469-2729; www.eyeheightcom

HD/SD VIDEO EDITOR SYSTEM
Canopus EDIUS NX: PCI Express -based system features
EDIUS Pro nonlinear editing software, which provides
real-time, mixed format editing of uncompressed SD, HD,
HDV, DV, MPEG-2 and MPEG-1 formats; features real-time
HG batch capture from 1080i and 720p HDV cameras and
decks, including Canon's XL H1 24fps HD camcorder and
JVC's GY-HD100U ProHD progressive camcorder.

408-954-4500; www.canopus.com

PLUG-IN
Pixel Power ActiveX: Plug-in is a front-end to the graphics
database hosted on the Pixel Power Control Centre server;
compatible with Avid iNews and ENPS newsroom auto-
mation systems; provides tight, visual integration of the
graphics content of a newscast; allows newsroom staff to
search for and fill out predefined Charity templates.

954-943-2026; www.pixelpower.com

The guy you want sitting next to you...

Di I ital Slime Mate
iniameindrionu» Technology 1pdate

F r on, 0190st 10 Playout

limailastEmininil
Strateuric Content 3imiagement

damir.
eimerr

BraziEntineerino

Technology
;

=Update) D A

IliD-ilfk.%131 Eflyifiar'JrjfiV is that guy.
Want information about what's going on at the FCC that might affect the way you do business?

Say no more.

How about news regarding the ever-changing technical data, specs, interfaces, industry trends,

and equipment needed to stay that crucial techno-step* ahead?

Well look no further than Broadcast Engineering's E -Newsletters:

 RF Update  Digital Signage Update  News Technology Update
 Sports Technology Update  Strategic Content Management  Show Updates

And the great thing is, we'll never ask to borrow money for lunch.

Subscribe today and thrive tomorrow: http:J/www.broadcastengineering.com

'Testimonial courtesy of Kevin White, Independent Program Producer

TRUSTED, Technology Industry Leader
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TALLY

MAPPERTM
 Tally Routing & Mapping
 One Button Operation
 Store Maps Internally
 Edit From a PC/Laptop

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and

Multiple Production Setups.

Videoframc
Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

Video Over IP
With

Pro-MPEG FECAIM
 Robust wide -area P video transport

that complies with the latest Pro-MPEG
Forum FEC standards, for flawless
broadcast -quality video transmission
over IP

 Row and column Forward Error
Correction

 Embedded Linux® 2.6 OS
 Web -based interface and SNMP vi, v2,

and v3 control for remote management

Products.

QViaTM - MPEG-2/ ASI IP Encoder

Fast Pass IIITu/FEC - DVB-ASI IP Gateway

FireSlasterTM - HDV to ASI Converter

For more information, please call
858-613-1818, or visit www.dveo.com

VEO
Pro Broadcast Division

LV3

MEMEMOZEMirirl

BroadcastEngineering

BROADCAST ENGINEERING IS AIMED AT

THE MARKET THAT INCLUDES CORPORATE

MANAGEMENT, ENGINEERS/TECHNICIANS

AND OTHER MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL AT

COMMERCIAL AND PUBLIC TV STATIONS,

POST -PRODUCTION AND RECORDING

STUDIOS, BROADCAST NETWORKS, (ABLE,

TELEPHONE AND SATELLITE PRODUCTION

CENTERS AND NETWORKS.

To REACH INDUSTRY

PROFESSIONALS,

PLACE YOUR AD TODAY!

SUSAN SCHAEFER

P 484.478.0154
F 484.478.0179

SSCHAEFER@PRISMB2B.COM

I ;11[11101M
You'll find everything you need to know about advertising in 2006!

BROADCAST VIDEO OVER IP
o nownsaw C:=210 -mom I

Customers include: Belo Broadcasting, British Sky Broadcasting, CNN, Comcast, OHS, NASA, NOM, Pax Television, PBS

ACT -L3 Features

 Real -Time Broadcast Quality Transport

IP, ASI, Ti

 Wireless & Satellite

 Advanced FEC

 Store and Forward

ACT -13 Products

 HD Encoders/Decoders

 SD Encoders/Decoders

 SD Portable Encoders

Applications

 Live News Gathering

 Confidence Monitoring

 Multicasting

 Streaming Video to Desktop Clients

 Low Latency Video Conferencing

Visit us at VSF VidTrans 2006 in Los Angeles, January 29 - February 1 Booth #52

Streambox'
www.streambox.com

I sales@streambox.com 206-956-0544 Ext. 222
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rELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.1

Call Toll -free at 877 ERI-LINE  Visit Online at www.eriinc.com

Products lk Services

 Multi Format LCD Monitors
 HO/SO Converters

r

cs

LVM - 070W
7 inch Multi Formal Monitor

Input - 1 D --SUB.
313NC (Analog). 2 BNC (HD -SDI)

Output - 1 BNC
(Selected SD Channel - Active Thru Out)

LCD Resolutkr
- 800X480 (15:9)

Contrast - 300:1

110 W Con.eXe, SU 4D -a8 arvelmr

HID DA Cm HD DOWN WIN Parrot Ar-T/op
Conwelee lo SD. Comet.

LVM - 084
8.4 inch Mufti Format Monitor

Input - 1 0 -SUB.
3 BNC (Analog). 2 BNIC (ND -S01)

Output - 1 BNC
(Selected SDI Charnel - Active Thru Out)

LCD Rsectution
- 1024X768 (4:3)

Contrast - 4001

LVM - 170W
17.1 inch Multi Format Monitor

Input - 1 D -SUB.
3 BNC (Analog). 2 BNC (HD -S01)

Output - 1 BNC
(Selected SDI Channel - Active Thru Out)

LCD Resolution
- 1280X768 (15:9)

Contrast - 4001

LVM - 230W / LVM - 240W
23 / 24 inch Multi Format Monitor

Input - 1 D -SUB (231 / 1 DNA (241.
3 BNC (Analog). 2 BNC (HD -SDI)

Output - 1 BNC
(Selected SD Charnel - Active Thru Out)

LCD Resolution
23 inch - 1366)(768 (16:9)
24 inch - 192051203 (1610)

- Full Native HD

Contrast - 8101 (23"). 10001(241

iolatur. ram

www.postium.com
Postam) USA
520 Fl.chard4on Dr 111113 Richardson TX 75080 Tel i912 21.672

BroadcastEngineering

4t

As the television industry continues to redefine itself,
3roadcast Engineering is there. Broadcast Engineering is the
industry's preferred resource for learning about the ever -evolving
television market. Stay current on the latest technology developments,
new players, products and decision -makers.

To start your FREE subscription with the industry's #1
authoritative source of technical information*, go to
www.broadcastengineering.com and click on SUBSCRIBE NOW.

'2002, Paramount Research S . World Edibon.

redefining television

Help Wanted
TECHNICIAN

TV & ELECTRONICS
PENN STATE

Repair, operate, calibrate and install various pieces of television and
electronic equipment. Work with exposed circuits where voltages may
be as high as 50,000 volts. Conduct tests to measure transmission fre-
quency, power output, frequency deviation, percentage modulation,
frequency response and standing waves, utilizing various electronic
equipment. Calibrate and plot results on multiple cycle logrithmic
graph paper. Record measurements and maintenance in accordance
with rules and regulations established by the Federal Communications
Commission; work with tolerances up to .0005 percent. Requires knowl-
edge of application and the use of electronic formulas, fundamentals
of electronics; operation of electronic equipment; knowledge equiva-
lent to formal apprenticeship training; plus over 2 and up to 3 years of
effective experience.
LOCATION: Clearfield Transmitter, Penn State Public Broadcasting.

Send cover letter and resume to:
Employment & Compensation Division

Job #: L-21027
The Pennsylvania State University

120 S. Burrowes St.
University Park, PA 16801

or fax to 814-865-3750

Resumes accepted until position is filled. Penn State is committed to
affirmative action, equal opportunity and the diversity of its workforce.

Broadcast Engineering
www.broadcastengineering.com
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Help Wanted Help Wanted A Prism Business Media Publication

4?fr
NBC

BROADCAST SYSTEMS ENGINEER

Electronic Maintenance/Engineering pro-
fessional needed to support the Engineer-
ing and Information Technology Groups in
meeting their objectives in long and short
term projects as well as overall technical
support for MSNBC.

Primary responsibilities are to provide
front line Engineering support to the pro-
duction of live programming, non-linear
editing, graphics, and satellite earth sta-
tion support. The Engineer position calls
for a highly self -motivated individual with
broad expertise in all areas of Broadcast
and Tele-Production technologies as well
as a complementary Information Technolo-
gies skill set. Systems design and Project
Management experience is required.

Flexibility with respect to work hours is
necessary. Schedules may rotate, but the
candidate must be able to work any shift,
including weekends and overnights. Can-
didates must be able to work additional
hours beyond scheduled shift with little or
no notice if needed.

Candidate should have a minimum of
10 years experience in this field with an
educational background in Engineering or
Computer science.

Interested applicants should submit their
resume by logging on to

www.gecareers.com and apply to
job# 458121.

CHIEF ENGINEER
ABC affiliate KQTV, St. Joseph, MO seeks a
Chief Engineer. Candidate should have ex-
perience with VHF transmitters, microwave
equipment, all studio related and ENG equip-
ment. Position requires an individual with
management skills as well as strong hands on
capability. Major responsibilities will include
managing and involvement in the daily repair
and maintenance of studio/transmitter, main-
taining operating budgets, capital project
implementation and maintenance of in house
computer network. Salary is commensurate
with experience.

Send cover letter and resume to:
Rick Stolpe, Nexstar Broadcasting, Inc.

62 South Franklin St.
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18702

EOE

Certification
Are your engineers

Certified?

SBE
SBE Certification

The Industry Benchmark
N 1kw.sbe.org  (317) 846-9000

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
Experienced maintenance engineer for analog
and digital systems, automation, and video
servers. Computer networking, PC/MAC plat-
forms a plus. Two year degree in electronics
is preferred or equivalent electronics back-
ground in television broadcast engineering.

Please send resume to:
Mission Broadcasting, Inc.

5956 Smith Hill Road
Utica, NY 13503

Attn: Diane Siembab or email:
DianeSiembab@utica.tv. EOE.

The Totai

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
QVC, Inc. is a $5.7 billion industry pioneer. Our
state-of-the-art broadcast studio in West Chester,
PA (a highly rated suburb just 35 miles west of
Philadelphia) is equipped with next -generation
technology & expert knowhow.

We are currently seeking candidates with a back-
ground in the design, repair & installation of multi-
media communications systems, and knowledge
of equipment and current industry trends & tech-
nical developments. These positions are responsi-
ble for the design & functional checkout of
advance audio, video & software systems. Contract
positions are currently available. Qualified
Engineers interested in possible future full-time
openings are welcome to submit their resume.

Broadcast Engineer II
Will work on -site and/or in the shop service
repair department. Requires the ability to provide
technical repair/maintenance services to broad-
cast, postproduction and facility A/V clients.
Must have experience in component -level repair
of broadcast cameras, video recorders, and other
production equipment.

Systems Engineer
Duties include pre -wiring and preparing racked
systems and furniture consoles for broadcast
facilities. Must have experience in cable fabrica-
tion and termination, mechanical assembly, and
rack & cabinet wiring and harnessing. Must have
the ability to understand and use wiring lists,
schematics, and technical documents.

QVC offers competitive wages and a generous
employee discount. Qualified candidates can
apply by visiting www.QVC.com/Careers. Please
submit a resume, cover letter & salary require-
ments. EOE. Drug Free/Smoke Free Work
Environment. Pre -employment drug screening
required.

QVC on

rem pisre to work

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
II N:,b:r. 888-765.2900
Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com
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Too much
information
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

Those of us in the television
industry who remember the
advent of color TV can easily

recall some of the early panics, illu-
sions and general silliness.

Color television came when the
British had almost persuaded the
United States to abandon the vidicon
pickup tube in favor of the image or-
thicon, which came in both 3in and
4.5in sizes. But a color camera fitted
with even three 3in tubes was one
heavy beast and was not the kind of
object that you moved around the set;
the set came to it. If you watch some
of the surviving golden oldies from
that period, such as the Mary Martin
version of "Peter Pan," you'll notice
that the actors came to the camera
and not the other way around.

The invention of the plumbicon
pickup tube by Philips put an end
to the tank -sized cameras, but there
were other issues. We were sure, for
example, that viewers would not en-
joy the new color service if differen-
tial phase and gain exceeded an arbi-
trary 10° and 10 percent, respectively.
And for a while, we were required to
switch in a color filter if we recorded
such readings from measurements on
the vertical -interval test signal. The
only occasion when I had to do this
was when a home viewer complained.
(That home viewer happened to be
my boss, who was watching TV in
his BBC -provided house on his BBC -
provided color TV.)

But the most fun was in the actual
program production. In monochrome
productions, you could get away with
a lot. Studio floor marks would disap-
pear using duct tape, the luminance
value of hideous color choices hid
the real facts, lighting was chosen for
mood, and makeup was arbitrary.

Lo and behold, with color and the

different gamma of the shadowmask
tube, directors painted the studio
floors to look like carpet or hardwood
flooring in order to match the set.
Color choices were made carefully
with non -reflective paints. Lighting
was uniform to the CIE standard Illu-
minant D65 for correct color balance.
Makeup became critical.

There were other new effects as well:
the beat frequency of the color subcar-
rier with some striped ties and other
clothing; the dreadful color keying
(using blue) around a woman's hair

doubling resolution for a real HDTV
production will cause things to be a
little different. Up until now, makeup
hasn't been an issue because most HD
productions have been in the sporting
world. But now that more program-
ming is commonly being shot in HD,
actresses in particular are panicking
about the prospects of exposing every
facial blemish to their adoring public.
Even the color and texture graduation
between makeup at the edges of the
face, around the eyes, at the neck and
below the ears is going to look savage

Now that more programming is commonly being
shot in HD, actresses in particular are panicking

about the prospects of exposing every facial
blemish to their adoring public.

when she had used hairspray; and the
impossibility of getting any kind of
match between studio shots and ma-
terial inserted from color film scenes
produced outdoors.

Of all those, makeup was the most
affected. The basic makeup techniques
that were used in the theater for gen-
erations and had transferred to televi-
sion were abandoned. New techniques
evolved that not only eliminated the
shiny nose or the red eye from those
lunch martinis, but also got flesh tones
to look real under the unforgiving stu-
dio lights. Under normal house light-
ing, the makeup looked kind of ridicu-
lous, but in the studio, with a camera's
eye, it looked right.

With HD, things have gone full circle
again. In Europe, with resolutions less
than doubling for the services that are
rolling out this month, makeup issues
aren't going to be visibly different. But
here in the United States, more than

if not applied correctly. And the tal-
ent of the current makeup artists is
not yet honed for this work.

There are stories that the offices of
plastic surgeons in Southern Califor-
nia are being swamped by actresses
who want to remove the tiny blem-
ishes that a splodge of makeup hid
before - as if that resulting tiny scar
is going to be any less visible.

Yes, way too much information. BE

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant
based on the West Coast.
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,for Your Complete HDTV Solutions...

...Evertz is the Leader

 HD Infrastructure
 Up/Down or Cross Conversion
 Multi -image Display & Monitoring Systems
 A full line of Fiber Optic products
 Routers from 4x1 to as large as 256x256

 Advanced monitoring o ier IP Systems
 Logo Inserters, Downst-eam Keyers & Captioning
 Master SPG, Master Clock & Test Set Systems
 The most advanced HD Inter; Modules available
 HD Master Control

Bring your HD7V plans to reality by contacting your Evertz representative.

US & International Sales
905.335.3700

sales@evertz.com

US West Coast Sales
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Washington Sales
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011 44 118 935 0200
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ICON..

Create an image, leave an impression.
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Introducing the new Icon family of HD/SD master control and branding products.

Processors

Routers

Servers

Editing

' Graphics

Digital Signage

Test & Measurement

Monitoring & Control

Master -Control & Branding

Management Software

Networking Equipment

TV & Radio Transmission Systems

H -Class- Content Delivery Platform

I
WO

IconMaster - HD/SD Master Control, Branding and Channel Release System
Multi -channel, full featured master control with embedced multi -layer branding turning
modular master control into a full Channel Release sysm.

IconStation' - HD/SD Master Control Graphics anc Channel Presentation
Unlimited layering and control of graphics, clips and annations with live data updates,
making yours the channel to watch.

IconLogir - HD/SD Master Control Channel Brand ng System
Four independent layers of logo, animation, clock, and crawl insertion including EAS
support for essential channel branding and More.

For more information on Icon products visit www.leitch.cor. ),.
Canada +1 800 387 0233 1 USA East +1 800 231 9673 1 USA West +1 888 84:  +1 305 512 0045

Leitch is a brand of Harris Corporation. °LEITCH
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